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Standing Committee on Agriculture, Forestry & Environment

Wednesday, November 9, 2005

1:00 p.m.

Part I - Dr. Robert Coffin

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):   W e’ll call the

meeting to order.  The people who are visitors that

we are an extension of the Legislature.  W e

operate under the exact same rules that the

Legislature do.  That means we don’t tolerate any

discussions behind the scene, okay.  So you have

to really just sit and listen, I guess.  W e do break

now and then when discussions can take place

among you . . . but please be careful of any

interference with anybody who is discussing

because we do operate under the rules of the

Legislature which are very clear and very

straightforward.  

Today we have invited back two people - Health

Canada and Dr. Robert Coffin to come back and

to probably answer some questions from us and to

hear - you’re going to give us a presentation first,

Dr. Coffin, are you?  It’s just to help us clear up a

few things that we are wanting to look at.  So first

of all, we’ll ask Dr. Coffin.  W e do have an hour on

our schedule, Sir, and we’ll ask you now to

proceed.  Thank you very much much for coming

back.  

Dr. Robert Coffin:   Thank you, Mr. Chairman,

ladies and gentlemen.  I’m going to give a

presentation, probably 35 to 40 m inutes.  I was

asked to come back by the committee to explain

some of the basic fundamentals of genetics when

we are doing traditional breeding practices and

some of the issues of genetics when we’re dealing

with genetically modified organisms.  So I guess

you’ll be able to put on your resumés here that

you’ve taken a Genetic 101 course.  So hopefully,

we’ll all improve our vocabulary here today.  That’s

my objective.  It’s hard to give a crash course in

three-quarters of an hour but we’ll do the best that

we can.

I did give my presentation earlier this fall as W ilbur

has mentioned and I gave my personal opinions

on GMOs.  The reason I’m back here today as

requested by the committee to explain some of the

terminology regarding genetics and plant breeding

by conventional and biotech methods and I’m

going to try to explain how some of these genes

work because you’re interested in their mode of

action of how we accomplish certain things.  So

that’s going to be my objective today.  

I wish to make it clear that I’m here representing

myself today.  I work at Cavendish Farms as a

Potato Specialist.  I’m also an Adjunct Professor at

the University of PEI and I’m an Adjunct Professor

at the Nova Scotia Agricultural College where I do

some teaching and collaborative research and my

wife and I do potato breeding at our home farm

and we also are selecting and trying to improve

honey bees.  So we’re involved in genetic issues in

many different ways.  So I’m  representing myself

here today.  I wish to make that clear.  

The goal for all of us in agriculture is the

production of high quality food.  It has to be done.

There’s several goals that everyone has.  They’d

like it done in a sustainable manner so we leave

the environment in as good or better shape than

we found it.  It has to be safe, high quality food for

people to eat and the farmers still need to make

some profit after all the trials and tribulations when

they’re finished.  W ith modern technology, all this

automation we’ve got - bigger tractors, more

mechanization, three per cent of the population is

feeding the other 97 per cent.  It’s quite an

accomplishment and Canadians enjoy some of the

highest quality food in the world at a very low cost.

But there is a terrific need for education.  

I’ve shown this picture.  I showed it to you people

before.  I’ve shown this picture publicly and I ask

people what’s wrong with it and people will look at

it and they’ll say–I don’t see anything wrong with it

and some people will say–maybe you’re picking

the potatoes before they’re completely ripe.  And

it drives home the point that many people do not

know where their food comes from but yet some of

these people participate in genetic debates.  They

pick sides and they have no understanding of what

genes or chromosomes are or genetically modified

materials.  

So there is a real urgent need for education.  I

can’t emphasize that enough, ladies and

gentlemen, education is the theme where we all
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exchange information and it will pay dividends.

W e need education on where our food comes

from and we also need education on the many

challenges to produce high quality food and there

is a very long list of challenges that confront all of

this.  

In this Genetic 101 course here today, I’m going to

try to provide a brief review of some of the genetic

terms and try to help you understand some of the

fundamentals of inheritance leading to genetic

diversity and to review techniques to induce

genetic diversity using traditional and alternative

techniques.  

Genetics is really defined as the science of

hereditary and it means how biological information

or traits are transmitted from parents to offspring

and now with modern technology, they can take it

right down to the molecular level and right down to

the atom of what is controlling what.  So terrific

strides have been made in the last few years and

there’s much new information being uncovered

each day.  

I try to keep abreast of some of the things that are

going on and I do some reading once in awhile

and someone gave me a book here.  They

said–Robert, you can keep this book.  It’s just hot

off the press - 2005 and it’s “Genetics: a Molecular

Approach”, and I am daunted by some of the stuff

in here I read.  I’d gladly leave it with you if you

want to do further reading on it.  You might find it

a little heavy going but at least, there’s a terrific

amount of information being uncovered and

there’s still more to be unraveled.  

Let’s go through some of the fundamentals here

before we get into some of the exercises.  The

genetic information that all living organisms, notice

I’m stressing, all living organisms, whether it’s a

mouse or a cat or a plant, it’s comprised of DNA.

That’s the Deoxyribonucleic Acid.  W e have that

common theme running through all of us.  The

DNA is made of two strands.  Each strand

comprised of building blocks called nucleotide and

they’re comprised of a sugar deoxyribose, a

phosphate group and a base.  These bases are

very, very important because they’re the whole

message and there’s really only four bases:

adenine, guanine, thymine and cytosine; and with

those four bases are coding for the messages in

our bodies, in the mice, in the plants and we all

have the same common base.  

So scientists now have machinery that they can

actually look at the genes and see the order that

these bases are in like it might be adenine,

thymine, guanine and cytosine and those bases’

code for specific amino acids and then they make

specific proteins.  They can unravel now what the

message is.  So it’s very simplistic once you get it

down to the bare bones and we’ll try and show you

some information.  

Now just a reality check here.  I just want to

explain something to you.  There’s a constant

shuffle of genes and viruses, bacteria, fungi, plants

and animals, and humans without any human

intervention.  Change is going on all the time in the

genetics of all sorts of different creatures and

there is a cross species movement of genes going

on in Mother Nature.  It happens and the term

“species” actually is a manmade categorization

because you talk to different scientists now -

they’re arguing whether such-and-such a bacteria

is in this species or whether they should move it

out of this species group.  So it’s sort of a

manmade boundary and it’s subject to changes as

we learn more.  

So we still have much to learn about genetics, both

in the traditional breeding and in biological

techniques.  So my key messages are: there’s

many genetic changes occurring without human

intervention.  W e are all still learning more about

the mechanisms and the inheritances of specific

traits in both conventional breeding and genetically

modified crops.  W hile we may know the

phenotype of a plant, we don’t always understand

the genotype.

I’m starting to get into the vocabulary - do all of you

people know what a phenotype and genotype is?

I see some no’s.  W ell, we’re going to unravel this.

Your vocabulary is going to come up, okay?  And

humans are very inquisitive creatures.  They’re

continuing to pursue improvements in crops and

animals and to better understand inheritance in

human beings and there’s a number of reasons for

that.  So part of our vocabulary that we’ll have no

trouble going through here today - the first ones

are genotype and phenotype and we’re going to

talk about genes, chromosomes, nucleotide pairs,

dominant, recessive.  It may look awesome, but

it’s not.  It’s pretty simple, okay.

Genetics 101 - at one time humans were hunters

and gatherers and then they settled down and they
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started growing crops.  So the first thing that went

through their minds is how can we grow better

crops now that we’re stopped in hunter/gatherers.

And the natural interest was to improve yield and

improve the quality of the crops.  They wanted to

improve the quality of the livestock and this has

been going on for thousands of years.  The

selection of the better plants, the better animals to

make them grow faster and do better and more

recently, there’s been a terrific interest to improve

the understanding of the human genome, to

understand heritable diseases and disorders.  And

what I mean by the genome is the whole genetic

message in human being’s bodies of all the

different genes we have and what they’re code for.

So there’s been a terrific amount of progress been

made to unravel that.  

So going back through man’s evolution in

agriculture - they tried to get higher yielding

varieties of corn, higher yielding varieties of barley

and wheat, better types of potatoes, better yielding

potatoes, better tasting potatoes.  Livestock,

there’s constant improvement in livestock and you

can go on, and on, and on and they’re trying to

breed faster race horses so everyone has an

interest, okay.

Now we’re getting to the definition of

phenotypically.  Phenotypically - this is a red-

skinned apple.  All phenotype means is what are

you seeing?  If you see a person walking down the

street and they have red hair, you’d

say–phenotypically, that person has red hair.

You’re seeing that the genes for the red hair are

expressing themselves.  Maybe you’ll see a silver-

haired person going down the street like myself,

you’d say–okay, that person has gray hair.  But

when you ask what the genotype is–you don’t

always know what the genes are that are effecting

that colour, but phenotypically is what you see, and

we’ll give you a few examples here.  

Phenotypically, that is one giant pumpkin that

weighs about 600 pounds.  I have a little hobby of

growing giant pumpkins but I also grow some little

ones.  There’s another variety called “Jack Be

Little” where breeders have been trying to breed

pumpkins the smaller they can get them.  So the

biggest they’ll ever grow no matter what you do for

them is half a pound because they have a genetic

message to stay small.  

So phenotypically here, we have a very large

pumpkin and a very small one but it’s under

genetic control.  Now how do I know that when I

plant that seed, I have a high probability of getting

a giant pumpkin?  W ell I network with some of the

pumpkin growers and they all exchange seed and

the pedigree, the ancestors of this one, the seed

from this came from a pumpkin in Ontario, from

the undisputed world championship weight of

1,434 pounds.  So when that man gave me that

one seed, boys I said–I’ve got some valuable

genetics here because all of the family trees in

there and it broke all the records.  Now it didn’t

grow to 1,400 pounds in my garden because

maybe environment wasn’t conducive.  It wasn’t a

long enough summer.  I didn’t pamper it enough

but it has the genetic potential to grow to a huge

size.

My wife and I keep bees - phenotypically, we’re

looking for bees that survive the tough winter on

PEI and we breed and select from those that came

through the winter so hopefully, we’re selecting for

traits that are going to improve the winter

hardiness of bees.  Can we take a look in a cow

field?  Phenotypically, this is a - fill in the blanks

now, ladies and gentlemen.  This is a blank cow.

W hat?

Unidentified: Aberdeen Angus black.  

Dr. Robert Coffin:    It’s black and this one’s

brown and this one’s mottled maybe.  Okay?  But

we don’t know the genetic makeup of those cows.

If two black cows got together and had a baby, the

baby may not necessarily be black because we

don’t know what genes the mom and dad are

holding.  So this–the genotypes we don’t know,

phenotypically, we do know.  

So anyway, plant and animal improvement

breeders have been selecting for desirable traits

and using the individuals for breeding.  The actual

mechanisms controlling the traits are not well

understood and a question that was always

bugging the people is–what were the invisible

components in the cells that control the physical

traits?  That’s what’s been, what the people have

been asking for years and years and years and

there’s good progress been made with the invent

of higher quality microscopes now that can look in

the cells and in a typical plant or animal cell, you

have your cell wall and you have your nucleus in

the center and in here are your chromosomes.

Most of the genetic information in plants and
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animals is in, contained in the chromosomes.  But

there is some genetic messages in the cytoplasm.

W e won’t get into all of that today.  W e’ll just deal

with the chromosomes.  

So the genes are the smallest section of genetic

information that codes for a specific trait.  So here

I have a chromosome, it’s an actual chromosome

and I have a number of genes on it and each gene

is for a specific trait.  So the chromosome is

comprised of many genes and the genes often

travel together on that chromosome and it’s

referred to as a linkage group because certain

chromosomes have certain genes and you know

in some crops that they’re homologous

chromosomes.  

Now chromosomes always generally occur in

pairs.  You’ll always have them pairing so you’ll

have pairing of homologous chromosomes and at

specific sites in the chromosomes, you’ll have

genes for similar traits and that would be at the

specific low side on the chromosomes and they

may exist in different forms.  But the alternate

versions of those genes for a specific trait–if this

was the colour of a cow, it would be at that site

and the alternate versions of the genes we refer to

as alleles.  So an animal m ight be carrying several

different genes for colour but you’d know they’d be

at a certain site in the chromosome.

Now so coming back as we said before, the

genetic material is the same in all living creatures,

DNA and there’s four base pairs code for specific

traits and those base pairs are in all different types

of organisms.  W e know that they finally unraveled

during the 1950s, unraveled a structure, the DNA

molecule.  That was a terrific breakthrough and

government people watched when the registration

of crops from traditional breeding and genetically

modified crops, what genetic components, what

parents were used to make the cross and it’s

followed very carefully.   This is an example of two

of the base pairs - adenine and thymine that are

common to all living things and there’s huge

photos that you can obtain of the details of your

deoxyribonucleic acid.  

Now as I said, the message comes out in these

base pairs and you might have a certain sequence

for a certain trait but a change might occur in due

to mutation.  One of the base pairs might get lost.

It might become inactivated so you can have

additions or deletions and sometimes with the

additions or deletions, you will get a change in the

trait occurring or it maybe a nonsense information

there that the cell cannot even read in order to

transcribe it into a specific trait.  It’s important to

understand that.  As I said, there’s all sorts of new

information coming out.  I have one book here

today you’re welcome to look at but it does a great

deal to explain some of these issues.

Now coming to chromosomes, if we took a type of

plant or animal, let’s just say for example, it had

three pairs of chromosomes.  The homologous

ones pair up with each other so in this individual,

you’d say the chromosome number is six.  The two

end number is six and if it produced pollen - if it’s

a plant and it produced pollen for eggs - the pollen

would have half the amount of chromosomes in it

as the parental material.  So there’s a reduction

division goes on.  The pollen would have half the

number of chromosomes or half the genes and the

egg would have half and then when they unite,

when fertilization occurs, you’re back to a 2n

individual.  But because in making the pollen and

in making eggs, a terrific amount of genetic

segregation can occur, you’re going to have a lot

of diversity in the pollen and a lot of diversity in the

eggs and it gives chance for some changes in

some of the traits and this is where we get

diversity.  Diversity is actually helpful.  It helps

individuals to survive.  

Now we come to the other part here that you’re

having some of your debates about, the genetic

information when you add new genetic information

to chromosomes in plants or animals from other

species.  And when you cross the species barrier,

you say, it’s generally referred to as transgenic

because you’re going, you’re crossing a barrier

and these are referred to as genetically modified

organisms.  Unfortunately, there have been some

misconceptions that when you make this change,

you’re creating something very dangerous or

something new.  Sadly, many times when I hear

reports in the press, it’s often given a negative

connotation that you’re bringing some very bad

thing in there or some monster and that’s not really

true because as I said before, all the basic genetic

information is in those four base pairs.  They’re

universal.  

So really what you’re doing is you have genes that

are already there and there’s certain genetic codes

with the base pairs that are already in the plant or

animal and all you’re doing is bringing in some
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new base pairs from another organism that will

translate into a specific type of protein and that’s

the basic issue that you’re doing.  But

unfortunately, there has been misinformation and

undoubtedly, it has led to some fear and concern

of people.  But if you can talk to the people that are

involved it and explained, then it’s much more

straightforward to understand.  

So that new information from another organism, if

it’s put in there, it can express itself and it could

add a valuable trait.  Normally, the researchers just

find a specific gene they’re after, the codes for a

certain message and that’s what they try to

introduce and we’ll show you how that’s done.  So

just take a look, some people say–well, we don’t

want to be exposed to other genes.  Everyday,

everyday when you people had your lunch today,

you undoubtedly ate genes from other organisms.

Just think about it.  If you had a bacon, lettuce and

tomato sandwich, some genes from tomatoes,

lettuce and bacon, okay.  You’re eating them

everyday.  W e inject dead bacteria and viruses

into our bodies to prevent disease outbreaks.

W hen I tell it to some people, they say–on no, we’d

never do that.  I say–let’s think about it.  W e’ll just

give you an example in a minute.  

Changes and mutations occur periodically in the

DNA of our bodies but the repair mechanisms in

our bodies usually repair the damage but as we

get older, the medical people tell us that the repair

mechanisms are less dependable and sometimes

we can end up with cancer because we have

some breakdown in the genetic material.  The

probability goes up.  

You must have seen some of these shots on the

bulletin boards.  They say get your flu shots.

Okay?  So what are they doing when they’re giving

you a flu shot?  They’re injecting either dead or

inactivated viruses or bacteria into the human body

to cause it to produce the antibodies so that when

the real live flu virus comes along, you’re going to

be able to help to fight it off.  But when I tell some

people that’s what we’re doing when you get an

injection, they don’t want to believe it.  They just

think it’s some magic compound they’re putting in

there but really what the medical people are doing

is they’re going out and gathering up all these flu

viruses and making a mixture of the latest types

because the viruses are constantly changing and

they’re trying to get the present profile of what’s

causing the flu’s and that’s what they’re using to

make these flu shots.

So genetics is often divided into four subsections -

transmission genetics, molecular genetics,

populations genetics, qualitative genetics.  W e’ll

just take a look at a few things.  As I said, genetics

is a science of understanding how biological traits

are passed from parent to offspring and there’s

many new developments occurring and there are

unknowns.  There’s no doubt about it.  There are

unknowns in traditional breeding and there’s

unknowns in biotech breeding.   I’ll be the first to

admit that.  But I don’t think there’s more

unknowns in either group but there’s a lot of stuff

we still are humbled by.

In humans, we have 46 chromosomes, that will be

our 2n number comprised of 23 pairs of

chromosomes except for the X and Y genes.

Corn, we have a total of 20 chromosomes with a

2n  num ber, 10  pa irs  of hom ologous

chromosomes.  Cultivated potatoes, you’d have a

total of 48 chromosomes and it’s actually a

teraploid.  It’s a 4n value and wild potato is just 24.

There’s the human chromosomes.  Those are

single chromosomes.  That’s not the double

amount and you have, 23 would be your haploid

number.  That would be the amount in angiosperm

and females have 2X chromosomes and males

have an X and a Y chromosome.  That’s the big

difference between males and females.  

But there’s a terrific interest and unraveling where

all the genes are in these chromosomes and they

have made progress.  And I just stuffed a couple

of spots on here.  Let’s say, for example,

chromosome No. 415 - they now have with really

detailed techniques been able to pinpoint in certain

individuals the genes for predisposition to cancer.

They can tell the person with quite a bit of

certainty, unfortunately you have a high probability

of developing cancer.  There’s hereditary types of

cancer and they can look in here now and see this.

They can also look in and see if there’s certain

types of disorders such as the Huntington’s

Disease and they can tell people--unfortunately,

we have bad news for you.  W e can see that you

have the genetic makeup, that you’re going to end

up with Huntington’s Disease.  The whole thing

that’s going on here - fine, it’s great to unravel the

human genome because eventually it’s going to

help us to treat some of these medical disorders

but it’s also raising ethical questions.  
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In the United States now, when you work for some

companies, they demand blood samples and they

check you out before they hire you and they can

tell if you have a high probability of developing

cancer or Huntington’s Disease and because they

don’t have a public health system like we do in

Canada, they’ve actually declined to hire some

people with really good skills or they’ve laid people

off because they say they don’t want you as a

liability.  So there’s some ethical issues as we

unravel the science.

But as I said, efforts have been made to map the

complete genetic component of humans and the

genome.  It’s nearly done.  It’s estimated there are

about 20 to 25,000 genes in human beings and

there’s literally millions of those base pairs that I

talked to you about, the adenine, guanine, thymine

and cytosine.  So it’s a huge undertaking and it’s

going to have a lot of information and it’s how we

deal with that information in the future that’s going

to be very important.  So now you have an

understanding of phenotypes and genotypes.  

W e’re going to talk about a few other things.

W e’re going to go back and look at the people who

made major contributions to genetics.  As I said,

for the longest time humans were wondering what

individual things or invisible issues inside the

plants or animals controlled the traits.  Gregor

Mendel was a researcher.  He was a monk who

dabbled in genetics.  He lived from 1822 to 1884.

He was often referred to by some people as the

father of genetics.  He conducted genetic research

on the inheritance of traits in peas, the common

garden peas and he established some

fundamental laws of genetics, the segregation of

genes, independent assortment and he published

that work back in the 1800s and that work has

stood the test of time.  So he made a major

breakthrough to try to explain what some of those

invisible things were inside the cells that control

the traits, and we’ll just take a look at a couple.  

He worked with peas and he published papers and

he did a lot of work on some simple traits like

flower colour, wrinkle versus smooth seed, short

versus tall plants, and he was very fortunate that

he picked those traits.  He was honest enough to

admit, if you read some of his research work, he

said–in the peas, pretty straightforward.  He tried

some other crops and he said–boys oh boys, the

same rules don’t work, okay.  But at least he was

honest enough to explain it.  W hen he tried

working on some plants, his findings were different

because there were multiple alleles, many genes

effecting the trait.  Some had incomplete

dominance.  Some there was modifier genes.

Some there was polyploidy and some cytoplasmic

inherence.  He didn’t know all the reasons but he

said for some things, he couldn’t get it to follow the

rule but some of this has been uncovered.  

This diagram m atically here, one of his

experiments he had lines of peas that were always

tall, lines of peas that were always short and he did

some crossing between these peas.  So the first

ones, the tall ones, you see they’re comprised of

two genes at that site and they’re both capital T’s

so I’d refer to those because they’re both capital

T’s and they’re both the same.  That individual

would be homozygous dominant and the short

peas would have two little t’s and that would be

homozygous recessive.  So when we made the

cross between them, all of the offspring from the

tall and the short plants, all of the offspring were

tall because they still had a dominant gene in here

and that was the one that displayed the traits.  The

gene for the shortness was not able to express

itself there.  

So then when he took those ones that had both

the tall and short genes and self them, in his

offspring, he had three parts tall to one part short

and he was able to explain this.  And probably the

simplest way is you put it in upon its square and if

your parents had a big T and a little t, that would

be the mom plant and this would be the dad plant,

when they undergo reduction division, they would

produce pollen with big T’s and little t’s and similar

the eggs would have a big T and a little t, so this is

the type of offspring you could get.  So you’d have

some offspring with two big T’s, some offspring

with a big T and a little t and then some with the

two little t’s and in there, we have three genotypes.

You’re understanding that word now, with three

different types of genetic arrangements.  Three

genotypes - how many phenotypes do we have

there?  Three genotypes, how many?

Unidentified: One, two.

Dr. Robert Coffin:    W e got a bid for one.  W e

got a bid for two.  I think we’ll have to go with the

two’s, okay.  Three different genotypes but we end

up with two phenotypes.  The ones that are

homozygous dominant translate into tall.  The
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ones that are heterozygous  with both the big T

and the little t, the big T rules, okay?  So they’re

tall and the ones with the two little t’s, they’re short.

So we end up with three-quarters of them tall and

one-quarter short.  So Mendel was able to go

through his with a number of simple traits and

peas but the only way he figured out is by going on

number generations and he published his work

and it’s recognized today and it’s indisputable for

those particular traits.  

It becomes more complex when you deal with

other things that are controlled by multiple genes

but the offspring, he looked at many offspring from

any generation.  That’s referred to as progeney.

So you see the different genotypes he would get

and to use some of the terminology, you would say

that’s homozygous dominant.  Heterozygous

contains both genes and homozygous recessive.

Now those words, dominant and recessive, they

should not be taken out of context.  Unfortunately,

sometimes I hear them that they have a negative

connotation.  They should not be looked at as that.

All the word dominant means is the gene will

express itself.  And if it’s there with a recessive

gene, the dominant one is the one that’s going to

be express itself.  The recessive will only express

themselves if there’s no dominant gene overriding

it.  But when you take a look at like a black cow,

you don’t know what the genes in it are for colour

until you start to do some comparisons and look at

the progeney.  

So anyway, we’re getting down - so the

phenotypes, the genotypes and the phenotypes.

Here’s an example, I won’t spend much time on it

but this is the types of combs on chickens, okay.

You can have different types of combs and we

have a crossing a walnut rooster with a walnut hen

and both the hen and the rooster are

heterozygous, so when you cross it, you’re going

to end up with actually many different types of

offspring depending on the genetic message there.

You’re going to end up with 9/16 walnut, 3/16 rose,

3/16 pea and 1/16 with a single comb.  But it all

depends what’s going on and you can see, the

only time we get the single comb is when you have

homozygous recessive for both those traits.  

So it just goes to say that when you’re into multiple

genetic traits, if they’re on different chromosomes,

they can segregate separately but you have to

follow through to see what’s going on.  

W e’ve made marvelous yield improvements in

corn and the way that was done - I worked one

summer with a corn breeder - what the corn

breeders will do is they will take lines of corn and

self them to themselves.  They’ll just keep

pollinating back to the same one and if you keep

doing that for many generations, the corn heads

get smaller and smaller and smaller and you’ll end

up after many years with what they call inbred.

They have inbreeding depression.  They’ll have

these scrawny little corn plants and they’ll have

different inbred lines and then they make a cross

between them and if they get the right combining

ability certain line 5 by line 20, when they get

together the offspring then have huge vigor and

you’ll have big, tall corn plants 10 feet high with a

huge yield.   

So that’s how they developed hybrid corn.  But if I

save the seed from a field of hybrid corn and plant

it, I’m going to end up with short and tall and late

and early corn because all the genes are

segregating again.  That’s why when you save the

seed from hybrid corn, it’s not going to produce

true-to-type.  The way they produce hybrid corn is

take different inbreds that have been inbred for

years, crossed them and that crossing results in a

hybrid corn and it has heterosis which means

extreme vigor and you get the right types and you

can get some huge yields.

So we are making progress here on this long list of

vocabulary.  So I’m going to touch base on a few

things I talked about the other day.  I’m involved in

potato breeding and the challenges for breeders

and many things are to produce new varieties with

improvements in yield or quality.  You want

nutritious and safe food.  You want them to be

user-friendly to farmers.  

As I said, there’s traditional breeding with the

flowers and potatoes.  It’s done by the government

and small companies.  Biotech, you’re just looking

at individual genes that control specific traits and

you’re probably moving genes from other

organisms and the species barrier has been

broken.  And once in a while, you will find some

mutations or you can induce the mutations in

potatoes and most times, they’re deleterious.

They’re not as good as what you started with.

Now the differences - traditional breeding, you’re

shuffling thousands of genes and many unknown

genes in potatoes.  Even today in practical

breeding of potatoes, we do not know where all the
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genes are.  W e do not know how many genes

control certain traits so that’s a given.  In corn and

wheat, we have a very good understanding of how

many genes are involved but in potatoes because

they’re tetraploids, we do not.  So our knowledge

base in different crops is greater in some crops

and less in others.  

As I said, mutations fairly low incidence, most of

them are deleterious.  You can induce mutations

by radiation, chemical mutagens such as mustard

gas, ultraviolet light and most of them are poorer

quality than what you started with.  

Now when they’re genetically modified organisms,

usually you’re only dealing with one or two genes.

They can be from another organism and we’re

transferring those genes.  They’re moved by

bacteria, a bacteria vector or with gene guns and

we’ll touch briefly on that.  No matter which way

you’re going about the crop improvements, you’re

looking for certain traits and it’s impossible to get

all the traits exactly as you want them.  You have

to do trials, to look at the proof of performance of

the new varieties and they have to be put in

replicated trials for a number of location years.

You just don’t go for one year.  You probably, in

order to get registration on new varieties of

potatoes whether it’s from traditional or genetically

modified approaches, you need at least six

location years of data.  You have to show

consistent performance.  

So as I said before the committee, pests and

potatoes and sometimes you’re breeding for

resistance to insects or breeding for resistance to

diseases and we went through this before, the

average number of pesticide applications to a field

in PEI, this would be our average numbers and

unfortunately it’s as high as 15 applications.  Many

of those are for sprays to try and prevent late blight

but we’ll have a couple of herbicides, a couple of

insecticides and if anything could be done to

reduce that, that it would be a worthy, worthy

objective.  

W e know the Colorado Potato Beetles if left

unchecked can do terrific damage to potatoes.  In

some of my research plots, these are the

unsprayed plots, there’s nothing left.  They ate

every leaf on the plots and where I’m dealing with

different experimental insecticides, the foliage is

fine.  W e know that PEI has rolling contours and

the water can run off if it rains.  If we make it rain

here, we’ve lived through some of these problems

before if it rains, you know what the streams going

to look like the next day.  Okay, the water can be

red and in this water there would be silt.  There

would be nutrients and there could be pesticides.

It’s a fact of life.  W e’ve got to try and minimize

that and if we get all sorts of dead trout, no wonder

people get upset.  

So we have to take a look at ways and means of

reducing that.  I mean there’s marvelous progress

been made in crop scouting - people walking fields

to see if the pests are at high enough level to even

consider spraying and there’s also the possibility of

breeding and resisting varieties.  W e can breed by

traditional methods, potatoes with resistance to

beetles and other insects.  But some of the

chemical compounds that we have to select for in

these potatoes, are glycoalkaloids and if the bugs

don’t like them, they’re not too good for us in some

cases neither with the glycoalkaloids and there

have been some varieties of potatoes removed

from the marketplace because they had excessive

levels of glycoalkaloids.  

Another option that is faring up fairly well in a

number of crops is the Bacillis thuringiensis. It’s a

baceria that lives in the soil.  It makes a crystralline

protein that can be lethal to different types of–that

should say of insects, not bacteria.  There’s a typo

there.  So there’s different strains of BT and some

will kill corn borers, Colorado Potato Beetles,

Spruce budworms and/or you can even go and

buy the actual bacteria and the crystralline protein

from it, you can spray it right on the crops.  But

what scientists were able to do was to move that

BT into the leaves of different crops and I’ll explain

that in a minute.  

If we do a quicky review of traditional breeding,

potatoes or flowers, most varieties have perfect

flowers.  I mean you have the male and female

parts.  Some flowers are sterile as males because

they don’t produce viable pollen.  So the pollen is

collected from the anthers.  It’s transferred to the

pistil.  This is the pistil area right at the very tip

here.  You can see my wife putting pollen on the

pistil there and that pollen will have half the

chromosomes number that the complete plant

has.  A complete potato is 48 but the pollen is half.

So if fertilization occurs, you get little seed balls.

You take out the little seeds from here and this is
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called true potato seed and each seed has half the

genes from the female and half the genes from the

male parent.  Yet each seed is unique because

there has been a terrific amount of genetic

shuffling.  So each one is unique.  You can grown

them out.  You can see the segregation that’s

occurring in little potato plants from the same seed

ball.  Some are long, some are round, some are

red, some are blue, all sorts of differentiation.

Here these are all from the same cross so you can

see the shuffling of genes, how it’s unraveling.  

So you have to take a look at many, many traits

before you could ever consider registering a

variety and if you find one that has good tuber

confirmation, then the next question you have to

ask is that stable?  So if I planted it the next year

on another farm and it looked like this, you’d say

that’s not a very stable genome type.  And that

question is asked from new varieties of potatoes

that come out of traditional breeding programs.

It’s also asked of crops that come out of genetic

transformations where they make genetic

modifications and add genes from other

organisms.  So that is a question that’s asked.  

Now coming along here to biotech.  In the

transformation, we’re having movement of genes

from one organism to another.  The vector that’s

used in a lot of laboratories is Agrobacterium

tumefaciens bacteria that causes Crown Gall and

this can be used to move genes.  So sometimes

we talk about recombinant DNAs. So we are

taking an individual, moving genes into it so you

actually have done some changing around of its

normal DNA because you’ve added something.

But it does have benefits to be able to transfer

insect and herbicide resistance to crop plants and

replace large amounts of pesticides.  

So it’s referred to as transformation.  They’re able

to determine what genetic information in the Bt

bacteria was responsible for the production of that

unique crystralline protein and they are able to

place this genetic message into different crops.

W e now have modified crops such as corn with

resistance to the European Corn Borer or potatoes

with resistance to Colorado potato beetle.

So here’s your Bt bacteria and it has crystal

genetics for to make a crystralline protein.  W e

want to put that message into the potato plants but

we can’t go directly.  You can’t go directly from the

bacteria to the potato plants.  So what they do is

we need a vector and as I said, the vector that

we’re going to be using here is Crown Gall.  It’s a

type of bacteria and it causes big growth on plants

but scientists can disarm that part so that it loses

that capability of making the Crown Gall and this,

it occurs here in PEI all over the place.  Here I was

working in the woods and I saw a big Crown Gall

on a Spruce tree so that’s your bacteria.  It exists

here and that’s the same organism they’re using in

these labs to transfer the genetic material from

one species to another.

So you have your bacteria.  You have your Crown

Gall organism and you have your non transformed

plant so what you’re basically doing is you’re

moving some genes from your bacteria to the

Crown Gall.  That’s the first step.  And the second

step is to have Crown Gall infect the plant and

when it infects the plant, it will transfer that genetic

information.  So after everything is finished, you

now have a transformed plant and that’s what your

objective is.  So you harness the use of a bacteria

to move that trait that you wanted and that’s how

you got it into the potato.  

Now there’s three messages that you’re sending

there when you’re doing this transfer.  You’re

sending a genetic message for that Bt crystralline

protein.  You’re also sending a  marker gene or

genes for ease so you can detect which plants

have been transformed.  And you’re also including

a promoter gene to make sure that this genetic

message is read or transcribed.  So there’s three

things you’re sending when you do that

transformation.  

Now they often used to have an antibiotic in there

called kanamycin.  You could treat the transformed

cells and it would show which ones were

transformed and which ones were not.  But now

they’re using different reactions to different types

of sugars so you’re not inducing an antibiotic in

there.  You’re just getting a color reaction with the

sugars and it’s more straightforward.  

This is a potato chromosome conceptually, a non

transformed potato chromosome so you’re adding

new genetic information as we’ve done with the Bt

factor.  W e have to look at this and say when we

do the transformation, we don’t know exactly

where that new genetic information is being

placed.  But you can find out afterwards where it

went.  You can do the gene coding and find out

where it is.  So that’s part of the exercise that you
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have to do for the registration for the

transformation is to say how many units did you

put in and where is it located.  And in growing out

the progeney after this transformation, you will

have some normal looking plants.  You’ll have

some that are abnormal and that’s caused by the

position effect of the new genetic material.  

So what you have to do is you have to screen

through these transformed plants to find some that

represent the plant that you started with.  So if you

started with Shepody and Russet Burbank, you still

have a transformed plant that has the same

growth habits of the Shepody and Burbank. 

W e’ll just take a look at beetles.  They’ve put the

Bt crystalline protein factor in the plants.  On your

left here is your non transformed plants.  On the

right are the transformed plants.  W hen growing

under terrific pressure from the beetles, your yield

of your regular ones in the presence of the beetles

greatly reduced, only 50 cwt/acre.  The genetically

transformed ones, 300 cwt/acre because they had

neglible damage from the Colorado potato beetles.

Now I’ve done a lot of work with virus resistant

plants where they’ve placed resistance to virus Y

and Leaf Roll in the potatoes.  In the foreground

here, you have Russet Burbank plants with virus Y

and in the background, you have healthy Russet

Burbank.  You can see they’re much bigger, much

more vigorous and higher yield potential.  So the

virus diseases hurt the growth of the plants and

hurt the yield and Leaf Roll virus causes leaves to

curl.  There’s a healthy plant.  These are plants

with Leaf Roll virus and it can cause a dramatic

reduction in the yield of the potatoes.

So this is a very important slide, the next one.

W hen viruses infect plant cells or when you get a

flu, okay you have viruses all through your body.

Basically, a virus cannot multiply on its own, okay -

a very important statement - cannot multiple on its

own.  It requires the cells of the host, either an

animal or plant and it turn cells in this case if it’s

Virus Y entering that potato cell, it turns the plant

cells into a factory to make many, many more

copies of that virus.  

So if one virus particle was put in some plant

tissues, after a number of days theoretically there

could be millions of those virus particles and it just

harnessed that plant to produce many, many

copies.  So you’ll say–well how can we genetically

modify the plant to stop that virus from colonizing

it.  That was a challenge that went on and I’ve

done a lot of trials for some of those virus resistant

plants and basically, aphids are little insects that fly

around, sucking plants and if they take some sap

out of plants that are infected with viruses, the

viruses can travel on their mouth parts. 

So potato Virus Y can only live on the mouth parts

of the aphid for several hours whereas the Leaf

Roll virus can live in the gut of the insect for its

whole life.  So once an aphid has got Leaf Roll in

its system, if for all the rest of its living days, it’s

capable of transmitting Leaf Roll in the potatoes.

But what they did is they took the virus, took a look

at it and viruses are comprised of a protein coat

with ribonucleic acid inside.  The protein coat is

unique for each type of virus and the chemists

were able to get the genetic coating for that protein

coat.  They put the message inside the potato

plants and now the potato plants will produce a

little bit of the protein that was exactly the same as

the virus.  So we now have the potato plant

making some of that virus protein.   So when a

living virus comes into the potato cell, it does not

have an interest to multiply because it detects that

the protein of its own type is already there.  So you

basically fool the virus, I guess so as to speak, that

it’s lost the interest to multiply.  And a couple of

important things about this, ladies and gentlemen,

I’m near the end here.  I’m on the home stretch

here if you’re worried about time.  

After five years of heavy virus and aphid pressure

from my trials, the transformed potatoes had no

virus infections.  The regular potatoes were 100

per cent infected after several years.  Very

significant yield differences.  The virus was just on

one scape, excellent yield, had similar quality in

the transformed and non transformed potatoes

and people say–well I don’t want to eat potatoes

with virus protein in them from the transformed

ones.   I said–well you’re eating it anyway because

there’s all sorts of potatoes sold everyday that

have virus infection.  Fred or Mr. Mooney can

explain it to you after.  So as I said, everyday

reading genes of different organisms, we have to

face that fact.  

Okay, after five years of trials, the transformed

potatoes perfectly healthy, no viruses.  The

controlled ones or the regular ones scrawny little

plants, 100 per cent infected with potato Virus Y,

100 per cent Leaf Roll and just hardly any yield at
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all.  They’ve been able to transfer Glyphosate

herbicide resistance into a number of crops and it

provides another option for control of weeds and

I’ve done trials with Glyphosate resistant potatoes.

Your regular ones are killed when you spray it but

the transformed ones have resistance to

Glyphosate.  

This would be a trial I ran to look at the effect of

weed competition and yield.  This would be

unsprayed checked lots.  The lamb’s quarters just

took over, really competed strongly with the

potatoes and caused reduced yields.  And the

plots treated with Roundup, the Roundup or

Glyphosate killed the regular potatoes but the

transformed ones were untouched.    A dramatic

yield difference between the treated and untreated.

Now I’m just going to back up here one second to

explain something.  This is lamb’s quarters, a very

common weed on PEI and we hear people

talk ing–oh well, if you’re doing genetic

transformation, you’re going to produce super

weeds. There are many, many, many cases in

farming communities where we have all sorts of

weeds resistant to different types of herbicides and

nothing–there was nothing to do with genetic

modification.  W here farmers have been growing

corn year after year and spraying Atrazine

herbicide, it worked great at first to control the

lamb’s quarters and pigweed.  

In some corn growing areas, where they’ve been

growing Atrazine, they now have strains of lamb’s

quarters and pigweed that is perfectly resistant to

Atrazine because the pressure was put on it and

there was a few mutations or escapes.  

In Prince Edward Island where some farmers are

using Sencor or Metribuzin herbicide year after

year in their potatoes, there’s now fields on PEI

where the metribuzin that used to work well will not

control the lamb’s quarters that are there.  W e

have types that have ten fold the level of tolerance

and it has nothing to do with GMO crops, nothing

at all.  So it’s just recognizing.

Okay, so I’m just saying at the end here, the

development of genetically modified plants

provides valuable opportunities for pest control

and the reduced use of pesticides and Mr.

Chairman, hopefully this presentation on genetics

has helped to improve the understanding of

different techniques to improve the genetic

components of plants and I have to go back to part

of my previous presentation, that if you read some

of the literature, one of the points that I’m going to

drive home today is Mark W inston said:

“We North Americans live in an economically rich

and prosperous society, but our ability to listen to

each other, and to understand the diverse

perspectives that we bring to the most important

issues facing us today, is impoverished.”  

I keep interpreting that as a need for good

dialogue and good education and if we all work

together and especially if you people in

government are one part of the–here we have

consumers, government, and above all, we need

an education.  I keep stressing - we need to

educate more people on where our food comes

from and the many challenges of trying to produce

high quality, safe food.  Thank you for your time.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    W ould you

take some questions if we have some?  Any

questions from the . . . clear as anything.

Wayne Collins (PC):    It was a very positive

presentation regarding the current state of the

genetics development and where we’re going.  Do

you have any concerns whatsoever about genetic

modified organisms?  Anything that concerns you

about the future of where we’re going?

Dr. Robert Coffin:    My personal opinion?  No.

W e can never have zero risk in anything.  As I said

before, during the month of August, there were

392 people killed in five plane crashes.  W e cannot

assure people when they step in a plane today that

everything is going to be fine.  Statistics Canada

will tell you there’s going to be so many deaths due

to automobiles in the next 12 months but if I

com pare traditional breeding to genetic

modifications, at the state that it’s in today, my

personal opinion is I do not see any difference.  

Wayne Collins (PC):    W hen you have that little

slide there, that little monster coming out onto the

chromosome, do you feel that, you know, when

you consider that there’s 20 to 25,000 human

genes you mentioned, anything that could go awry

in terms of–could we, could you have some kind of

a mad scientist making something wild and

mutated?  I mean, is this a possibility or is it all sort

of benign and beneficial?
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Dr. Robert Coffin:    W e have many, many

mutations occur in the human body at random.  If

you talk to some of the researchers, they’ll tell you

that some of the change that occurred in the

human genetic makeup is a result of us being

infected with viruses from time to time.  The

viruses have actually changed some of our

genome.  If in the case, like I mean we’re dealing

worldwide with terrorist activities, there’s

opportunities for terrorists in anything.  I mean, so

nothing is without risk.  But under normal, orderly

processes, I personally do not see any difference.

As I said, there are unknowns and we all admit

that.   But there’s as many unknowns as there is in

the traditional breeding as there is in some of this

genetically modified organisms.  And I’ll gladly

leave this book with you and you can wade

through it to see that the magnitude of some of the

research that’s being done, I mean, I’m daunted by

what I read and some of it I can’t even understand

but there’s people out there who have expertise in

it and they work diligently.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Anymore

questions?  If not, I want to thank you, Dr. Coffin,

for coming back.  W e certainly appreciate you

taking the time because you’re on your own.

You’re not representing anybody but yourself and

we look forward to perhaps seeing you in the

future in agriculture committees.  Thank you very

much.

Dr. Robert Coffin:    Thank you very much.

Part II - Health Canada: Karen McIntyre, Acting

Director, Food Policy Integration; Paul Mayers,

Acting Director General, Director General’s

Office

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Our second

presenters today is Ms. Karen McIntyre, Acting

Director, Food Policy Integration.  Have I got that

right, Karen?

Karen McIntyre: Yes.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    And Mr. Paul

Mayers, here we have Myers but you’re Mayers.

Is that right?

Paul Mayers: That’s correct, although I’ve heard

it pronounced many ways.  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    You have.

You’re Acting Director General, Director General’s

Office.  Is that right?

Paul Mayers: In the Food Directorate in Health

Canada.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    In Health

Canada, okay, we have asked you to come back

and we sent you a series of questions and I

understand that you’re going to now move to them

and to talk about those answers, okay?  W e’ll turn

it over to you people then.  I want to thank you for

coming.

Paul Mayers: Again, you’re very welcome and it’s

a real pleasure to be back with you again and we

tremendously appreciate as well that you took the

time to craft your questions to help us focus the

input that we will share with you.

Given the comprehensive overview that you just

had, a number of the questions that you posed, I’ll

touch on just briefly because you’ve just had your

Genetics 101 and you don’t need it again.  But if it

will satisfy you, Mr. Chairman, what I would do is

work through the questions and provide you with

some information and hopefully, it will leave some

time for further discussion if you wish?

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    That’s fine.  

Paul Mayers: Okay, so the first question you

posed was to ask in simple terms how genetic

transformation is accomplished, the different

techniques and how they work and what they

involve?

Much of the presentation that you just had covers

that in a significant way so to simplify from that

presentation, I’ll just touch on a few points.  As you

heard, the traits of every organism are encoded in

its genetic material and the genetic material and

the code underlying that genetic material is the

same for all organisms.  The only difference is the

sequence of the code in terms of the genes that

they represent.

That process of genetic transformation is

therefore, the process by which genetic material is

altered and as you heard, that can be

accomplished by direct changes caused by

mutation such as rearrangements or deletions.  Or

it can be accomplished by the incorporation of
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foreign DNA into the genome.  And it’s important

when we talk about the issue of methods of

incorporating foreign DNA into the genome to

recognize that in nature viruses and certain

bacteria routinely introduce all or part of their

genetic material into the cells they infect.  

So the introduction of foreign DNA into cells

occurs routinely in nature and those same

mechanisms employed by bacteria and viruses to

incorporate their DNA into the genome of other

organisms are the mechanisms used by scientists

to accomplish the movement of genes from one

species to another in a targeted manner which we

commonly call genetic engineering.   The actual

transfer is essentially a “cut and paste” process.

In cells, there are enzymes which cut DNA, and

those enzymes cut DNA at specific points based

on the sequence of the DNA.  And so those

enzymes routinely will cut open DNA, the cutting

and they will equally open the DNA of the cell and

insert a foreign piece of DNA, the pasting.  

So that cutting and pasting process occurs

routinely in nature and is the mechanism that’s

been harnessed by scientists to accomplish the

movement of foreign DNA from one organism to

another.  In bacteria the example that was used,

Agrobacterium tumefaciens which is routinely used

to modify cells in plants cells which causes crown

ball as you heard described, is one example where

that process occurs.  

Similarly, in modifying a plant whenever bacterium

infects a plant, it routinely introduces a portion of

its genome that produces the proteins associated

with crown gall disease.  W hat scientists have

done, as you heard, is disarm Agrobacterium

tumefaciens.  The disarming is essentially to open

the DNA of Agrobacterium, remove the genes

associated with causing the disease and replacing

those genes by the genes of interest.

So what you have is the bacteria infects the cell

but it can no longer cause the disease because

those genes have been removed but its

mechanism of incorporating the DNA into the

genome is employed by the scientist to introduce

the genes of interest and that’s called

Agrobacterium-mediated transformation.  

A second technique which is also used in

transformation which is different than that simple

cut and paste is called m icroprojectile

transformation and in that process, DNA is coated

onto a tiny particle and that particle is fired into the

cell.  Once the DNA is fired into the cell, directly

into the nucleus, the natural enzyme processes in

the cell itself will occasionally take up that DNA

and incorporate it into the genome and so that’s a

second technique.  It still uses the processes in

the cell but the mechanism of getting the DNA into

the cell is a mechanism that doesn’t routinely

occur because of that microparticle process that

shoots essentially the DNA right into the nucleus of

the cell.  

So those transformation methods are routinely

used to move DNA from one species to another,

taking advantage of the mechanisms that already

exist for incorporating DNA into the genome.

Those processes are then followed by the

selective process that you just had over viewed.  I

certainly won’t overview it again for you and so that

is in essence, the mechanisms by which

transformation can be accomplished.

If we move then to your second question of

compared to conventional breeding, how

substantial are the changes that genetic

engineering make?  W ell again, because the

processes are processes that are already available

that this range of change is available are in

essence those that are already available in nature.

However, genetic engineering  by its very nature

allows the selection of genes from a more diverse

set of sources than for example, simply bacteria

and viruses that might infect the cell.  And so as a

result, it does afford the opportunity for a wider

range of changes than conventional breeding

alone might offer.  

The changes are, therefore dependent on the

characteristics that the researcher attempted to

introduce and the significant difference between a

genetic engineering step and a traditional breeding

step would be the absence of the limitation of

sexual compatibility.  So in traditional breeding, the

two organisms being bred have to be sexually

compatible in order to exchange genetic

information.  

In genetic engineering, the sources of the genetic

material can be broader.  If you look at traditional

breeding involving mutation, then the types of

changes are much broader than traditional

breeding alone and would be along the same lines

as possible through genetic  engineering but would
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be dependent on modification of genes already

existing in the particular organism being modified.

If we look at or experience in Canada to date when

we consider that range of change is possible, all of

the novel foods that have been permitted into the

marketplace have been modified using genetic

material derived from bacteria, plants and plant

viruses.  That’s the extent.  So while it is possible

to select genes from a wider array of sources than

bacteria, viruses and plants, in fact to date only

genes from those sources have been used in

modifying organisms that haven’t been placed on

the Canadian marketplace.

So while it is certainly true that you hear reports of

insect genes et cetera, and it is possible that that

work occurs in the laboratory, no products of that

nature have been commercialized in Canada, no

such products are available in the Canadian

marketplace as food.  

You asked how stable and predictable the

changes made by genetic engineering are

compared to conventional breeding.  Again,

traditional breeding involves mixing thousands of

genes as you heard and the process of achieving

stability of a particular trait as a result of traditional

breeding is then dependent on a long series of that

crosses to stably position the genes of interest

because  o f  the  se gre ga t ion  be tween

chromosomes that you just heard described.  In

the context of genetic engineering, the addition of

a particular trait in a single locus is more specific

than traditional breeding so the changes are more

predictable.  And in both cases, the new

information it having been incorporated in the

genome is then inherited along the Mendelian

inheritance patterns that you heard described in

terms of dominant and recessive genes and their

interaction.  

So the issue of stability is an important

consideration in Health Canada’s review of a novel

food because we want to be satisfied that there is

evidence to demonstrate that the product that we

reviewed is the product that will be available in the

market over time and so establishing the stability

of traits usually takes weeks as were described in

terms of the variety registration process for

potatoes where there’s a requirement over a

number of locations and the number of seasons to

demonstrate the stability of the trait are also

employed for a genetically engineered product.

You also asked about the steps that a genetically

engineered crop would have to go through to apply

for commercial approval of that crop for release in

Canada.  

Now here as I move into the regulatory domain, I’ll

take a little bit more time to provide a bit more

detail as I’m not building on the previous

presentation.  In summary, the steps related to

commercial approval are confined field trial

authorizations which are regulated by the Seeds

Regulations under the Seeds Act; unconfined field

authorizations also regulated by the Seeds

Regulations; novel food authorization which are

regulated by the Food and Drug Regulations under

the Foods and Drugs Act; environmental release

authorization, regulated again by the Seeds

Regulations under the Seeds Act; and novel feed

authorization, regulated by the Feeds Regulations

under the Feeds Act.  In addition, dependent on

the particular crop, if it is subject to variety

registration requirements, then an additional step

related to variety registration will be required also

regulated under the Seeds Regulation of the

Seeds Act.  

All novel crops and their products are therefore

subject to environmental, livestock feed and food

safety assessment before they can move into the

Canadian marketplace.  In both Health Canada

and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency, critical

review of the data collected through the

development and trialing of products are reviewed.

Normally, the period just to develop that data set is

seven to ten years and then the review process

currently averages with the iterate of process with

the developer to ensure the completeness of the

information set around a year.  

W e, in Health Canada, regulate the Food Safety

and our colleagues in the Canadian Food

Inspection Agency regulate the environmental

safety and the safety as livestock feeds have

provided some information to you which overviews

on the work of our colleagues in the Canadian

Food Inspection Agency.  I’ll focus my input in

terms of Health Canada’s activities.  

W e assess all foods developed through

biotechnology according to requirements that we

have outlined in guidelines for the safety

assessment of novel foods.  Our process of review
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involves evaluators with expertise in chemistry,

m icrobiology, molecular biology, nutritional

sciences and toxicology who review how the food

crop was developed and the changes made in the

plant’s molecular structure.  How that genetically

modified food compares in composition and

nutritional quality with its counterpart food that has

not been modified.  W hether the genetically

modified food might contain new toxins or

allergens that might be harmful to animals or

humans and its potential to cause allergic reaction.

The guidelines for safety assessment in novel

foods outline the information requirements to

satisfy those requirements.  Those guidelines are

consistent with the international guidance that has

been accepted by all member countries of the

Codex Alimentarius which is the United Nations

body with responsibility for setting international

food safety standards.  And having international

standards in this area are tremendously valuable

in that they provide a base against which all

countries can apply a similar process to the

assessment of products and in fact, the Codex

guidance is employed in countries around the

world who are in the process of reviewing products

of genetic modification.  Our colleagues in the

European Union, Japan, the United States and

other countries all base their reviews on the same

guidance.  

All of our reviews are case by case.  There are no

blanket approvals.  W e review each product on its

own merit and based only the information related

to that individual product.  W e have the authority to

require additional information as part of that review

process and we routinely as part of that process

carry out an iterative process with product

developers to clarify the information set, and

occasionally to require additional tests to satisfy

ourselves that the requirements outlined in the

guidelines have indeed been met before we would

provide a decision related to the acceptability of

the products.  

Moving on in terms of your questions, you asked

about what agronomic performance and safety

testing must be performed prior to approval and

how that compares with testing prior to approval

for a non-GE crop.

Having over viewed the underlying safety

assessment process, I won’t repeat that other than

to note its comprehensive nature.  W hat I will note

is a somewhat unique component in the Canadian

context where the result of the genetic

modification, whether achieved through genetic

engineering or through traditional breeding yields

a new trait.  In Canada, such products are both

considered novel so whether it’s genetically

engineered or traditionally bred but providing a

novel trait, they would both be novel in Canada.

They would both be subject to the same

assessment.  Canada is the only country that has

that requirement.  In our counterpart countries, the

Regulatory Agencies focus solely on the products

of genetic engineering.

So to give you an example, herbicide tolerance

can be achieved by traditional breeding or it can be

achieved by genetic engineering.  So if you have

tolerance to glufosinate ammonium, for example,

in Canada whether you achieve that tolerance

through trad itional breeding or genetic

engineering, we would review both products

because in our view, both products have been

modified.  There is a new trait and the issues in

terms of safety for both of those products are

relevant.  

In other countries, the product produced through

genetic engineering would be subject to review.

The product produced by traditional breeding

would go direct to the market without additional

oversight.  It is an element in our regulatory

process that we are proud of because of its

scientific validity but I can tell you that it raises

concern for some stakeholders because it adds an

additional regulatory hurdle for some here in

Canada that they don’t have elsewhere.

You asked how novel a trait needed to be to fall

under the Plants with Novel Traits Regulations.

Now unfortunately, the plants with novel traits

regulations falling under the domain of our

colleagues in the Canadian Food Inspection

Agency, I would prefer not to try to interpret their

regulations for them but instead speak to novel

foods which are complementary to the plants with

novel traits regime.  

In the context of the novel food regulations, a

g e n e t ic a l ly m od if ied  p la n t ,  a n im a l o r

microorganism is considered novel if it exhibits

characteristics not previously observed in that

particular plant, animal or m icroorganism or that it

no longer exhibits characteristics previously

observed or that one or more of its characteristics
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no longer fell within the anticipated range for that

organism.  

Now we recognize with biological systems that

there isn’t an absolute.  There is always a range

and so that range as established by the scientific

literature is used to determine in the case where

rather than it being an entirely new trait that some

modification of an existing trait what constitutes

novel.  W here the trait falls outside of the

parameters established for that particular

organism by the literature, then that would be

considered novel.  

So for example, if we look at the fatty acid profile

of a canola variety, if that fatty acid profile were

modified to elevate the level of one of the fatty

acids beyond the level that you might find for

canola in the scientific literature, that would be

considered novel.  

You asked about regulators addressing the issue

of location of genetic insertion, multiple insertions

and the potential or actual disruption of normal

gene function.  And this is an extremely important

question in the safety assessment context and is

addressed directly in our Guidelines for the Safety

Assessment of Novel Foods.  The reason that this

is addressed are not only the issue related to the

intended modification, what the introduced gene is

intended to do but also our interest in safety

assessment in not only looking at what the gene

was intended to accomplish but what else the

genetic modification might have changed.  

So looking at what we call unintended effects of

the modification involves our consideration of

issues related to insertion, multiple insertion and

potential genetic disruption.  W e recognize that all

methods involved in modification of organisms

have the potential to cause change and so in

addition to our normal molecular and biochemical

characterization of the organism which includes

information on the number of insertions normally

accomplished through genetic sequencing, we

also then consider through comparative analysis

whether there are additional changes.  

W e analyze the sequence of the genome

surrounding and including the insertions to

determine if they are what are called open reading

frames.  Open reading frames in the genome are

those components where the presence of a start

and stop codon and you heard about the genetic

sequence in the previous presentation.  There is a

specific sequence which is known, which is

considered a start codon.  That tells in the genome

to start reading for the production of a protein and

a stop codon says stop and so an open reading

frame would be the presence of such a sequence

and in our analysis, we will review each open

reading frame to determine if the potential exists

for the production of a protein that might be of

concern.  So that is a fundamental part of the

safety assessment to address issues of gene

disruption, et cetera.  

The information from a comparative perspective

also then gives us information on the express

substances in a modified organism and so where

there are differences that are unexplained by the

intent of the genetic modification, then those

differences become the focus of further safety

assessment to determine the safety relevance of

such new substances or modified substances in

the plant or microorganism that is under

consideration.  

You asked about resistance management

strategies for pest management products other

than Bt crops.  W e consulted with our colleagues

from the Canadian Food Inspection Agency as it

relates to the environmental as I mentioned.  It is

our colleagues in the Canadian Food Inspection

Agency who have the responsibility for the

environmental assessment of plants with novel

traits.  All of the plants with novel traits containing

an insect resistance trait that have received

approval for unconfined environmental release

contain insecticidal proteins from Bacillus

thuringiensis (Bt).  Each and everyone of these

have a requirement for an insect resistance

management plan and that is in place.  Our

colleagues have not, to date, received any

unconfined release applications for non-Bt insect

resistant crops.  

So in the context of the question, there are no

approved non-Bt insect resistant crops in Canada

and hence the issue of resistant plans in that

context are unavailable beyond Bt.  There is

information on the issue of insect resistance

management available from the Canadian Food

Inspection Agency by its website and we have

provided to you in the material that we’ve provided

that website information.  

You asked about the regulatory environment in
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Canada in comparison to our counterparts to the

south, in the United States.   Our approaches in

both Canada and the US to the Food Safety

Assessment of genetically modified plants and the

products derived from them are consistent with the

international guidance that I mentioned available

through the Codex Alimentarius Commission.

Both countries conduct rigorous science-based

assessments of plants with novel traits and the

foods and feeds derived from them.  But they’re

important distinctions between our regulatory

framework.

In Canada, our Novel Food Regulation creates a

mandatory requirement for notification prior to a

product entering the Canadian marketplace.  In the

United States, genetically engineered plants are

covered by the Food and Drug Administration’s

1992 policy entitled “Statement of Policy: Foods

Derived From New Plant Varieties”.  As a policy,

that encourages notification but does not create a

mandatory obligation as is the case in Canada.  

Now in the absence of that mandatory

requirement, it must be noted that historically, the

food industry has consulted with FDA in the

pioneer stages for new technologies even in the

absence of that legal obligation and FDA has

noted in the context of its policy that it expects the

practice of consultation to continue.  So while

notification is voluntary in the US, unlike in Canada

where it’s mandatory, product developers

nonetheless routinely notify FDA which permits the

undertaking of the safety assessment.  

I have already noted the significant difference

between Canada and the rest of the world as it

relates to how we deal with novelty.  So I will

simply note here again that we are the only country

assessing novelty, whether or not that novelty is

introduced by traditional breeding, mutation, or

genetic engineering.  In other countries, that focus

is limited to genetic engineering.  

You asked about the safety of foods and are there

health and safety concerns that would support a

ban on GE crops in PEI.  Canada, like other

countries with a mature regulatory environment

has a very safe food supply.  W e recognize that

the techniques of modern biotechnology do not

introduce risks that are different from the risks

already associated with our food supply.  

W e recognize that the risks that are associated

with our food supply can be assessed and are

assessed as part of our regulatory process in

Canada.  Nonetheless, we would never suggest

that foods in Canada are risk-free.  Potential

hazards remain the hazards we are accustomed

to.  The potential for toxic or allergenic compounds

to be present in the food supply.  W e know that

certain toxic and allergenic compounds are

inherently present in our food supply and we have

appropriate regulatory mechanisms to manage

those risks.  

Unlike traditional breeding, as we’ve noted,

because genetic modification through genetic

engineering permits the transfer of genetic

material from unrelated species, some of which

have no history of safe use in Canada, we see as

important the need for the continued safety

assessment of these products to address that

issue.  

After 11 years of experience in reviewing novel

foods, we are not aware of any published scientific

evidence demonstrating that novel foods assessed

and approved for market entry are less safe than

traditional foods.  W e have an effective regulatory

framework that allows us to review, assess and

authorize products and to prevent the entry of

products into the marketplace if there are

concerns in terms of safety, and I will pause here

on the issue of risk because I noted the question

posed to the previous speaker.  This technology

does have the potential if not considered, to

introduce risk. 

W e have examples and I will share an example

with you where risk could have been introduced in

the food supply.  A number of years ago, a

soybean was modified to improve the protein

quality from the soybean by the introduction of a

seed storage gene from the Brazil nut.  Soybeans

are deficient in methionine which is an important

amino acid.  Brazil nuts are rich in methionine.

And so the intent of the modification, quite

reasonable, improved the methionine content of

soybean through that modification.  

W e are probably familiar with people who are

allergic to nuts and that modification, therefore,

automatically raised the question - what is the

allergenic potential of the protein transferred as a

result of that modification?  That was assessed

using the techniques available as described in our

Guidelines for Safety Assessment in Novel Foods
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by the developer of that product and they did

demonstrate that indeed, the protein that they had

transferred would be a protein that would cause an

allergic reaction to sensitive individuals because it

was one of the major allergens from Brazil nuts.  

So like other parts of our food supply, we would

certainly not want anyone to take away an

interpretation that the technology is risk-free.  You

might recall the last time I was here, I simply noted

that this is a tool and the use of the tool is the key

question.  The point here is that while that

particular crop therefore had the potential if it were

in the marketplace without appropriate risk

management steps to cause allergy to sensitive

individuals, the assessment process was effective

in identifying that particular risk.  That product was

never commercialized, never entered the

marketplace.  No individuals, therefore, who had

access to that product as food and so it

demonstrates, not only that technology is not

without risk but that the risks tend and routinely are

appropriately managed.  

You asked about the status of Health Canada’s

Action Plan in response to the recommendations

of the Royal Society.  W e routinely examine our

processes, not just for biotechnology derived

products but for all the regulatory activities we

undertake in order to achieve continuous

improvement as the science evolves.  And to

assist in that process, we asked the Royal Society

of Canada to establish an independent expert

panel to examine future scientific developments in

food biotechnology and to provide us with advice

on the scientific capacity we would need to

respond to those new challenges.  

The Royal Society provided a report which

included a number of recommendations.  W e

recognized the value of those recommendations

and developed a specific workplan, ie, the action

plan that we published to guide or work in

addressing the recommendations provided by the

Royal Society.  W e have continued over the last

several years to work in relation to that workplan

and we routinely publish progress reports outlining

our achievem ent as it re lates to the

recommendations presented by the Royal Society.

To date, we’ve published nine progress reports,

the most recent of which was published in June of

this year and we continued to benefit from the

advice that was provided by the Royal Society in

continuing to improve the regulatory process for

addressing genetically modified foods.  

W ithin the context of that action plan, a couple of

the key areas of current focus relate to improving

the transparency and public engagement in the

process and so recently, we have initiated a pilot

project which post public notices of the receipt of

new submissions summarizing the scientific

information provided and providing the opportunity

to all interested parties to provide comments over

a 60-day period which are taken into account in

our safety assessment.  Our aim here is to

enhance the input that we receive as part of the

review process.  

In addition, we are about to launch another pilot

which would see the participation of external

experts in the decision-making committee which

deliberates on the reviews undertaken for novel

foods in order to also then enhance the

involvement of others and the transparency of the

process that we undertake.  

Continuing on with the last few questions - you

asked about the definition of substantial

equivalence and right up front, let me note for you

that substantial equivalence as an approach as

opposed to an endpoint, doesn’t have a definition

per se because it isn’t an endpoint.  W hat it is, is

an approach applied to structuring the safety

assessment of a novel product.  Substantial

equivalence is used as a guide in the safety

assessment by comparing the novel food to an

unmodified counterpart that has a history of safe

use.  

The application focusing on identifying areas of

similarity and differences in order to allow the

safety assessment to focus on the areas of

difference.  This approach is used by regulatory

agencies around the world to focus and guide their

assessment process by allowing them to consider

the substantial history of information related to

foods that have long been safely consumed while

targeting their energies on those areas of

difference around which we will not have any

established record of safety.

As I mentioned, substantial equivalence is not an

endpoint.  W e don’t determine substantial

equivalence.  W e use the approaches of

substantial equivalence in our assessment
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because it encourages an investigator to compare

a novel product to one with which they are familiar

as part of the evaluation process.  

The concept of substantial equivalence was first

described by the OECD, the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development and has

been endorsed by a number of joint expert

consultations of the Food and Agriculture

Organization and the W orld Health Organization.

The concept is enshrined in the international

guidance I mentioned available through the Codex

Alimentarius Commission and there have been a

number of discussions in this regard.  I guess you

could say to some extent, that Karen and I have

written the book on substantial equivalence to

some extent in that we’ve both written extensively

on the concept and if the committee is interested,

we can provide you with a reference to a book

chapter outlining substantial equivalence in its

application that we spent a fair amount of time

thinking through and elaborating to share the real

application of the tool with counterparts around the

world.  

You asked us to compare risk assessment to the

precautionary principle.  Risk assessment and the

application of the precautionary approach or

principle are complementary considerations.  The

precautionary approach or principle is a distinctive

approach within science-based risk management.

It recognizes that the absence of full scientific

certainty shall not be a reason to postpone

decisions where there is a threat of serious or

irreversible harm.  Therefore, risk assessment is

a fundamental component to characterizing the

risk and defining the associated uncertainty with

the risk estimate in order to apply effectively the

precautionary approach or principle.  

Health Canada fully supports the application of a

precautionary approach in science-based

regulatory programming.  In fact, our requirement

for mandatory pre-market notification to allow for

each and every novel food to be subjected to

safety assessment reflects the application of a

precautionary approach.  Because it requires

before products are allowed onto the marketplace,

that case by case assessment and a decision

based on the evidence, establishing the safety of

the product before those products enter the

marketplace where we only allow products of

genetic modification into the marketplace once the

experts within Health Canada are satisfied that the

information provided addresses the health and

safe ty concerns and m eets  regu latory

requirements.  This is inherently a precautionary

approach.  

You asked about nutrition gains and losses

possible.  I described previously the issue of both

intended and unintended impacts of modification.

Certainly intended modification can impact on the

type and levels of nutrients.  I gave the example

earlier of modifying the fatty acid profile of a canola

oil, for example, and we have reviewed

modifications to the fatty acid profile of canola oil

based on the intent to modify those fatty acids in

order to achieve an oil that meets a particular

functional requirement.  And so that is a

fundamental step in our review process.

As well, as I’ve mentioned earlier, unintended

changes can result from the interruption of genes

or from changing the metabolism of a plant and

hence, modifying the secondary metabolic

pathways.  That too, is a fundamental element of

our assessment process as I’ve previously

described.

So what I can’t tell you is that there is always a

nutrition gain or a nutrition loss because that would

be overly categorical.   W hat I can tell you is the

potentia l ex is ts  both  in ten t iona lly and

unintentionally to achieve nutritional gains or

losses and that those are routinely assessed as

part of the assessment of a product before it is

permitted to enter the marketplace.  

You asked about assurances that proponents are

not compromising the validity of the research and

I note in that regard, the rigor of the requirements

that we have.   In order to meet our requirements,

companies routinely spend millions of dollars to

undertake the testing necessary to satisfy those

requirements and they have a requirement in that

regard to provide detail documentation.

W e require that proponents justify the conclusions

they draw with data.  W e ask that they provide us

with the raw data on which they base their

conclusions and we ask them to support the

conclusions they draw with references to the

scientific literature as we would for any

requirement to prepare a scientific paper.  Our

evaluators reviewed the raw data provided, the

conclusions drawn and compare it to the scientific

literature as part of our process.  W e also review
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the basis on which the information was developed,

ie the specific testing approach taken to satisfy

ourselves that the testing methodology is indeed

valid for generating the data required.  

This method of evaluation is not unique to these

products.  It is the method of evaluation used for

the review in pre-market context of human drugs,

veterinary drugs, food additives, et cetera, and is

conducted by every regulatory agency undertaking

such reviews, not just here in Canada but around

the world.

So with that, Mr. Chairman, I hope that I’ve

provided an overview of the material we’ve

provided in response to the questions that the

committee had provided to us.  I thank you for your

attention and we will be happy to explore any of

the points in more detail with you if you wish.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Do we have

any questions?  W ayne.

Wayne Collins (PC):    Yes, Mr. Mayers and Ms.

McIntyre, I want to thank you both for journeying

here to Prince Edward Island.  It is a pleasure to

see you again and thank you very much for this

very thorough answering of the questions that we

deposited to you earlier.

I would like to begin, if I can, by saying that the

issue of the safety of human health has been

foremost, I believe, as a foundational concern of

many people who have come to our table,

especially those who are adamantly opposed to

the continued growing of genetically modified

organisms of this province.  

However, speaking personally, I don’t know if it

really is this committee’s concern to second guess

a federal body like Health Canada or the CFIA who

are mandated and charged with looking at these

matters of safety both from a human point of view

and for the general environment.  But I do believe

it is important that we have a thorough

examination if we can with you again, and that’s

why we’ve asked for this repeat visit to Prince

Edward Island, so that we can be very thorough in

understanding and settling our own minds and

answering perhaps or posing some of the

questions as well that have been brought before

us by others so we can be really clear in our minds

before we move on to examining other issues

which I feel are perhaps better positioned to

address such as the environmental effects on

agriculture in Prince Edward Island and continued

use of genetically modified crops or the market

opportunities and losses that may be there down

the road in the future depending on what course of

action Prince Edward Island should decide to take.

Having said all that though I do want to return to

some of the matters that were drawn up by the

Royal Society of Canada because it has been cited

time and again, as the document published I

believe in 2001, that certainly has grabbed the

attention and the interest of many people who

opposed the continued proliferation of GMO

around the world.  

You speak about the principle of substantial

equivalence and you described it as a tool and I

believe it would be fair to say it’s a decision-

making tool in terms of the road towards approval.

The Royal Society panel found that the use of

substantial equivalence as a decision threshold

tool to exempt GM agricultural products from

rigorous scientific assessments to be scientifically

unjustifiable and inconsistent with precautionary

regulation of the technology.

The panel recommended a four stage diagnostic

assessment of transgenic crops and foods that

would replace current regulatory reliance upon

substantial equivalence as a decision threshold.

You mentioned earlier that Health Canada and

CFIA have given serious attention to the

recommendations of this blue ribbon panel that

government ask to investigate and they reported

back to you.  W hat have you done in relation to

that recommendation?

Paul Mayers: Thank you for the question because

we fully agree with the Royal Society of Canada

that substantial equivalent cannot and should not

be used as a decision threshold.  It is not and

that’s why in my remarks I stressed the point that

substantial equivalent is not an inpoint.  It cannot

be effectively used as a decision threshold and we

fully agree.  

W hat we did in response to that issue and it was,

in fact, one of the first things  that we took up from

the Royal Society panel was to begin the process

to revise the guidelines for safety assessment in

novel foods to more explicitly reflect that very point

that substantial equivalent is an approach as the

Royal Society recognized and they endorsed the
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application of substantial equivalent as a–in the

context of the value of a comparative approach in

structure and safety assessment and that’s why I

stressed that point.  

W e have revised our guidelines in order to more

clearly reflect substantial equivalent as a concept

used to structure safety assessment in order to

ensure an avoidance of any interpretation that

establishment of substantial equivalent can be

applied as a decision threshold that would exempt

the product from further assessment.  It absolutely

cannot do that effectively.  W e agree with the

Royal Society and we’ve taken therefore, those

steps to ensure that that’s enshrined.  In fact, we

went further in advocating at the international level

as part of the development of the Codex guidance

to explicitly reflex in the Codex guidance that very

point as well.  

Wayne Collins (PC):    W hat have you done

about the four stage diagnostic assessment of

transgenic crops recommended by the society?

Paul Mayers: That four stage process is

recognized in our guidelines so if you start with the

comparative approach which allows you to

structure.  You assess then and that’s why I made

the point in focusing on similarities and differences

in focusing then in terms of the differences on

establishing in their own right, the safety relevance

of those differences for human health.  

Wayne Collins (PC):    You say four stages.  You

say that you’ve set the guidelines for this four

stage.  Have you established a four stage process

here as recommended by the Royal Society?

Paul Mayers: W hat we have done in our

guidelines is establish in the manner that we can

apply it.

Wayne Collins (PC):    W hat do you mean?

Paul Mayers: W hat we consider to be equivalent

to the four stages.  The Royal Society laid out the

four stages that they suggest.  Our guidance, of

course, has to provide direction to a proponent as

to what data they need to generate so we’ve

incorporated that in defining the data required to

establish the safety as opposed to simply saying in

stage one. . .

Wayne Collins (PC):    So are you now saying to

proponents of genetically modified organisms -

here’s the four step procedure.  You’ve got to

satisfy us?  

Paul Mayers:   It’s much more than four steps in

our guidelines is my point.

Wayne Collins (PC):    Okay.  

Paul Mayers: I don’t know if the committee has

seen the Guidelines for the Safety Assessment of

Novel Foods.  W e can certainly make them

available to you but you will note in the guidelines

that rather than four stages, they are probably in

the order of 30.

Wayne Collins (PC):    Can we talk a little bit

about the relationship between the regulatory

agencies such as Health Canada and CFIA and

the actual companies that are out there in the

private marketplace trying to develop some of

these instruments?  W e were told, I believe, here

at this committee and maybe someone will help

me out on this a little bit, but at one point was it the

CFIA or some other Canadian government agency

was in partnership with one company in the

development of some kind of a form of grain or

wheat.  Are you aware of that?  And then they had

to back off on it?

Paul Mayers: It’s certainly possible. 

Wayne Collins (PC):    Anyone remember that?

Testimony before the committee?

Paul Mayers:   I know that. . .

Ronald MacKinley (L):    W hat was that for?

Wayne Collins (PC):    That there was a federal

government agency, they were testing in

development of some type of wheat.

Ronald MacKinley (L):    Monsanto here, I

believe, and some other people were–Eric

Hammill, like that your company . . .

Wayne Collins (PC):    No, no, I’m referring to

something on the national scene that there

was–and anyway, as it came to light, the federal

agency had to step out of it for obvious reasons, of

conflict of interest.  The Royal Society speaks to

this in its report and says the conflict of interest

(indistinct) by giving the regulatory agencies the
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mandates both to promote the development of

agricultural biotechnology and to regulate it.  This

comes down to a trust factor here and we’re

talking about human health, health of the

environment.  I think there’s a trust barrier here

that many anti GMO advocates just cannot get

over it.  And when you think of situations where the

government is in partnership with industry to

develop a certain GMO product, one can

understand their concerns.  

The barriers of confidentiality that compromised

the transparency and openness to scientific peer

review of the science upon which regulatory

decisions are based, the people, the Royal Society

want to have a more open transparent process

here.  And I’m glad to see that you mentioned one

of the recommendations is being acted upon and

that is the arms length experts.  Are they in place

right now?  Have they done any work in reviewing

decisions?

Paul Mayers:   The pilot will be initiated shortly.

I’m pleased to say that in terms of that pilot

involving external experts, colleagues from the

Royal Society expert panel that provided the report

have made themselves available to participate in

that process and so we will be moving forward in

the very near future to do that.  But in addition

because we took that recommendation very

seriously, as I mentioned, in terms of

transparency.  I also mentioned the other pilot

where for each new submission, the summary of

the scientific information provided is made public

with a 60-day comment period so it’s not just for

specifically identified individuals.  In fact, we give

the opportunity for any interested party, expert or

non-expert, to contribute to the safety assessment

process.

Wayne Collins (PC):    W ould you say then that

you have fulfilled all of the recommendations here

of the panel that Canadian Regulatory Agencies

implement a system of regular peer review of the

risk assessments upon which the approvals of

genetically engineered products are based.  This

peer review should be conducted by an external,

non-governmental and independent panel of

experts.  The data and the rationales upon which

the risk assessment and the regulatory decision

are based, should be available to public review.  

W e have had one expert sit at this table, an

eminent scientist here on Prince Edward Island

and say that a lot of the information he would like

to see simply is not available.  

Paul Mayers: And I would agree that enough of

the information has not been sufficiently available.

That’s why we’re taking steps with the pilot, as I

mentioned, to make more information available to

allow both the opportunity for public comment and

for direct, identified expert participation in the

decision-making process so as to address both of

those issues.

Wayne Collins (PC):    I do commend what the

department has done thus far - the nine reports,

the website, the 60-day notification, the drawing in

of some of these arms-length  scientists and that,

but even with all that said, do you feel, do you

sense that there is still a veil of distrust or mistrust

rather, between much of the Canadian general

public and its regulatory agencies when it comes

to assurance of the safety of GMO products?

Paul Mayers: W ell it’s a difficult question to

answer.  I can only go based on the polling data

that I’ve seen and the polling data that I’ve seen

indicates that in very high levels, Canadians

expressed their confidence in their regulatory

institutions.  Now does that translate to individual

products?  I don’t know and I certainly wouldn’t

hazard a guess as to what that means.  

W hat I can say is that in relation to that issue,

there is an opportunity for us to get better in terms

of transparency.   W ithout any question, one of the

challenges in the Canadian contest is that pre-

market notifications are considered confidential

business information and we are working through

the–Health Canada in the legislative renewal that

it announced has recognized that this needs to be

improved in order to enhance the transparency.

W e’re working ahead of that legislative renewal

within the confines of what legally we can do with

these pilots to explore how we can improve the

process.  But is there opportunity for

improvement?  Absolutely.  

Wayne Collins (PC):    The Royal Society

reported, I believe, in 2001, we know that this field

of genetic science is rapidly advancing.  Health

Canada and others are working, have worked on

these recommendations, will you be calling upon

the services of the Royal Society again sometime

in the near future to perhaps reassess the issue, at

least in terms of assessing what advances have
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been made in the regulatory field?

Paul Mayers: I certainly can’t say when and if we

might do that but we would equally not say that we

wouldn’t.  W e have had the benefit of the Royal

Society’s advice in a number of areas over time

and I certainly would welcome their input as part of

our processes at appropriate points in time but I

can’t tell you when and if that might happen.  W hat

I can note is that subsequent to the Royal Society

review, there was further review of our process by

the Canadian Biotechnology Advisory Committee

which also I undertook a study as it relates to the

regulation of genetically modified foods and I’m not

sure if you were aware of that study.  So we have

had the benefit of advice subsequent to the Royal

Society as well.

Wayne Collins (PC):    Thank you very much.

Paul Mayers:   Oh, you’re very welcome.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Eva.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    I know what W ayne

asked has clarified most of the questions I had but

here under question no. 9, it said, “In addition,

Canada is the only country in the world that

assesses novel foods, plants and novel livestock

feeds that have new traits introduced by any

technique, including traditional breeding. . .”  So I

found that interesting.  How long have you been

doing, like say the traditional techniques?  Is that

something that has been in place for a long time?

Paul Mayers: It’s been in place as long as the

novel food regulations and so with the same 11

years of experience with the genetically

engineered products, we have with the traditionally

bred as well.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    So you do all levels?

Paul Mayers: That is correct.  

Eva Rodgerson (PC):    That is interesting.  I

guess that was my only question but when I noted

that we’re the only country in the world that. . .

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Any other

questions?  Richard.

Richard Brown (L):    Various groups have come

to the committee and have indicated, I guess,

there’s sort of distrust in Health Canada or CFIA

and they’ve mentioned sometime about Mad Cow

disease, how did that come about?  For years,

we’ve allowed animals to eat other animals and

everything was approved okay.  Like you say here,

you monitor plant and novel livestock feeds.

W hen somebody comes to us and says–well this

is the same group that allowed BSE to happen,

more or less, because they allowed this process to

go on.  W hat happened there?

Paul Mayers: W ell you have to remember as it

relates to BSE, that in 1997, the Canadian, well at

the time, I think that was the year they were

created–they did promulgate a regulatory

requirement prohibiting the feeding of ruminant

material back to ruminants and again, when we’re

dealing in biological systems, we have to

remember that prior to the 80's, BSE didn’t exist.

In the UK, as the BSE begun to emerge, you had

the science evolving from what is going on in

terms of these animals.  This is an animal disease.

This is a disease that can cross the species barrier

from the animal to humans and as a result of that

evolution, we have an evolution in regulatory

requirements.  

I think it would be quite unfair to characterize that

the Canadian Food Inspection Agency allowed

BSE to emerge in Canada.  I mean, it’s incredibly

unfortunate that BSE emerged in Canada but long

before it emerged in Canada, steps had been

taken to reduce the potential for exposure.  Now

you can take regulatory steps, you undertake

monitoring, does that mean that if on the farm

someone has bought chicken feed and

inadvertently or intentionally fed that to a ruminant

that you can cover all of that?  

W ell, we’d like to make the system as foolproof as

possible but the reality is things occasionally

happen and so while I can certainly appreciate the

concern expressed in terms of the feed regulations

and the regulatory body responsible for feeds,

being the same as related to genetically modified

feeds because it is the same body, to characterize

that it was CFIA’s fault that we had BSE in

Canada, I think would be unfair.  

Richard Brown (L):    W ell you just said before

1980, there was no BSE?

Paul Mayers: That’s correct.
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Richard Brown (L):    So people are saying-well,

there’s nothing now that we know of from

genetically modified foods.  So how do we know

that a few years from now something will come up

with genetically modified foods that doesn’t exist

now?  

You say you’re doing a pilot project in order to

better inform the public and make the process of

approving them more open.  So do you think until

that pilot project is done or until we have

confidence in the new techniques that are

developed and the new process is developed or

will be developed over time in order to approve

GMO foods that maybe we should have a

moratorium on it until this pilot project is done and

until some things are put in place?

Paul Mayers: W ell the pilot project doesn’t

improve how we assess novel foods and let’s be

extremely clear, what the pilot project does is it

allows greater insight into how those products are

reviewed.  The element that provides the coverage

is the review and as I mentioned, the approach to

doing that review has been not only developed

here in Canada with the benefit of the good input

of internal and external experts in Canada.  It has

also been reviewed, discussed and endorsed by

the 176 member countries of the Codex

Alimentarius Commission and the external experts

from, external to government, represented in the

international intergovernmental organizations and

the non-government organizations that participated

in the Codex process to develop the Codex

guidance and that included some of those

organizations that are most critical of the

application of this technology.   

(Indistinct) International Greenpeace were a part

of every single discussion in Codex and endorsed

the guidance as an appropriate tool in assessing

the safety of the products.  That’s what we apply

here in Canada.  So from the perspective of

whether or not we have the tools to access risks,

whether we understand the risk potential and can

we therefore, assess those risk, the answer is yes.

Does it mean that there is no risk to assess?

Absolutely not.  I wouldn’t believe that for a minute.

If there were no risks to assess, then why would

we have any value in applying an effective

regulatory process?  W e’d be better to say as

many other countries do, as it relates to the non-

GM, go ahead and go to market.  W ell we haven’t

taken that approach here in Canada.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Ron.

Ronald MacKinley (L):    Getting back to BSE,

there was what?  One case found in Canada?

Paul Mayers: No, we’ve had two cases in Canada

and as we know, one of the cases found in the US

was traced to an animal born in Canada.

Ronald MacKinley (L):    How many animals have

been tested roughly in Canada for it?

Paul Mayers: Now you’re exceeding my familiarity

a lot?

Ronald MacKinley (L):    No, but I was in Europe

. . .

Paul Mayers: Many thousand but I don’t know the.

. .

Ronald MacKinley (L):    But I remember years

ago, you used to feed bone meal and then all of a

sudden, a ban came out on bone meal and that’s

quite a few years ago.  I can’t remember but my

father was living and he’s been dead since ‘92.  I

remember that being banned.  

W hen you consider the BSE, I wonder was the

BSE in these other countries, I wouldn’t say

Canada because we found two cases and one

related back – you hear all those millions of cattle

but when I was in Europe, they were onto the two

case or the one case they knew about it, yes and

one they (Indistinct).  They said they found as

many as 15 in some farms.  

So when you look at the number, like where are

we testing for it or were these other countries

testing for it soon enough?  W as it there and they

just didn’t know it was there? 

Paul Mayers: If you look at the magnitude of the

outbreak in the UK in comparison to Canada,

they’re exponentially different.  The UK at the

height of the outbreak was finding something in

the order of 200 cases a week.

Ronald MacKinley (L):    One lady told me there

was, I think, 20 to 25 cases just on one farm.

Paul Mayers: But the magnitude of the insult in

the UK was much harder.  
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Ronald MacKinley (L):    By all the farms, yes.

Because I think Canada’s food, if we go by our

medical professionals and I was in getting some

shots for going away and they started telling me

about some of the Canada food compared to food

in some of these other foreign countries are very

unhealthy if you go by the medical profession that

was giving me the shots and they tell you some of

the things like they’re irrigating with their own

septic systems, type of thing, et cetera, et cetera.

W e were told not to eat watermelon because they

get paid by their weight.   Apparently they take

syringes and they’ll pump it in the watermelon of

what do you call it - sewage waste to add more

weight to the watermelon.  I got quite a little

briefing.  

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Certainly, we

want to thank you both for coming, taking the time

to come and explain to us today.  It’s certainly

been a very interesting day so far and I thank you

very much.

Paul Mayers: You’re welcome.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    If we have

more questions, I know we can get in touch with

you.  

Paul Mayers: Absolutely.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Next time we

may not ask you to come.  

Part III - Department of Agriculture, Fisheries

and Aquaculture: Hon. Kevin MacAdam, Wayne

Hooper, Deputy Minister

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):   Let’s get back

to the topic.

Ron MacKinley (L):   W e have a break, five

minute break.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    No, no, we

didn’t take it, I don’t think.

Ron MacKinley (L):    W ell, I’m going to get a

coffee.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    W ell, you go

ahead.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): I have, I don’t have

enough copies.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    W e can get

some made.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): I just have seven

copies, seven or eight.  May be short a copy.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Mr. Arsenault

has left.  He’s not coming back.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Mr. Chair, do you

want us to begin or do you want us to wait?  W e

can wait if you wish.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Just a minute.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Yes, sure.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    You might as

well start.  Here he comes.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Okay.  First of all I

want to thank the committee for following some of

the requests of the Legislature which is having an

in-depth review of the issue.  I’ve been following

the issues through the presentations and I know

that this committee, perhaps more than any

committee of the Legislature recently, has

exhaustively  discussed this issue with a whole

host of interest groups.  So on behalf of that and I

assume or I’m told anyway that we may be the last

presenters in this particular group.

So having said that I have, well it’s a long enough

presentation but I’ll try to go through it as quickly

as I can.  So if there are questions then I will try

and stick to the facts so that if folks have

questions that they certainly will have an

opportunity to ask us where we are and I guess

what we feel about this issue as a Department and

I think additional copies will be made so that

everyone will have a copy of it.

So, Mr. Chair, thank you for the opportunity to

appear before the committee.  The issue of GMOs

is one which very clearly divides society.  And I

think if you follow the presentations to this

committee you will certainly agree with that.  In fact

I would say that if anything there’s probably very

little middle ground on this particular issue.

Proponents of GMOs- and I’m going to deal with

the proponents views and perhaps the opponents
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view and try to mesh a synthesis of everyone

together-proponents of GMOs say that genetic

modification of plants and animals is simply a

continuation of the age old practice of improving

plant and animal species through cross breeding.

They will also say that genetic modification

practices also cover a broad spectrum of tools and

techniques that have already found wide

application acceptance in fields such as medicine

and food processing.  The insulin used today, for

example, is a genetically modified product as are

products used in the fermentation of common

foods and beverages such as bread, wine and

cheese.  They will further point out the great

potential of genetic modification engineering to

meet the nutritional needs of a growing world

population.  Just as the green revolution vastly

increased food production around the world in the

past century so GMOs will meet the challenges of

the coming century.

They see genetic modification as one of the

number of tools and processes which will increase

economic growth, improve the nutritional value of

foods, contribute to better human and animal

health  and help ensure environm enta l

sustainability.  The advantages offered by GMOs

have significant potential.  A genetically modified

potato resistant to the Colorado Potato Beetle has

been available for some time and was produced in

limited quantities here several years ago.   In fact

in 1999 between four and five per cent of the

potato acreage was planted to varieties resistant to

the Colorado Potato Beetle.  That resistance

means few pesticides are needed.  And that has

very clear and obvious benefits to the

environment.  The development of a potato with

resistance to blight would be a huge advantage in

reducing or eliminating the use of fungicides.  For

the proponents of GMOs the development of new

products and processes will help sustain

civilization in a bold new world.  

The opponents perspective - they view GMOs as

frankinfoods, I think is one of the many common

terms that has been heard at this committee,

produced with technologies that threaten to spin

out of control with hazardous unknown and

unpredictable effects for people and the

environment.  Some of the objections are

philosophical, some are theological.  They suggest

that we should not alter the work of creation or try

to manipulate what occurs naturally.  Putting fish

genes in tomatoes to make them shiner is seen as

both unethical and, quite frankly,  unnecessary.

There are those who object on political grounds.

They say that the introduction of GMOs will lead to

patent protection over life forms and this protection

will enable powerful corporations to take over the

food chain. They say that the huge multinational

biotech companies will be able to exert control

over every stage of the production and sale of

food. This would undermine efforts for countries,

particularly poorer counties, to become more self-

sufficient in food production.  Food producers

would be reduced to agents of faceless

corporations and farmers would have little control

over their products.

The third objection to GMOs is based on their

alleged impacts on human health and, of course,

the environment.  I believe that the answers

become at times less clear.  It is true, as

opponents of the technology point, as they point

out, that the outcome of any given genetically

engineering project is never precisely known in

advance.  That is why extensive regulatory

procedures are in place.  The same level of

unpredictably also applies to conventional plant

and animal breeding, which all have the potential

to result in novel, genetic expressions.  It would be

extremely futile to claim that any technology,

including genetic engineering can be made,  much

less proven to be totally safe.  That is why there is

a regulatory system in place in Canada which

allows us to use these technologies with

confidence.  

Health Canada has been reviewing the safety of

genetically modified foods and is not aware of any

scientific evidence that they are less safe than

conventional foods are.  Health Canada has

concluded that these products do not pose a

health or safety concern and that we do not have

to forego the very real advantages these crops can

bring to farmers, consumers and, of course, the

environment.  Similarly there is no conclusive

evidence that demonstrates that GMOs pose a

threat to non-GMO products or to the environment

that cannot be managed.  

And something that we should remember and

have to remember and at the centre of this debate

is the farmer and the farmer’s right to choose how

they will produce crops and livestock.  Introducing

a GMO free zone, for example, would preclude

farmers from using tools that could improve their

profitability to  strengthen their competitive
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position, reduce the use of pesticides and to level

the playing field with other areas around the world.

It is claimed as well that GMOs can co-exist with

other methods of production. W ith proper

safeguards such as buffer zones, for example, the

case is put forward that GMO agriculture can co-

exist with organic production and with conventional

production.  The position is put forward that

farmers should be able to choose a production

system or systems most appropriate to their

individual operations.  

So you see there are no easy answers.  This is an

issue that is fraught with controversy  based on a

volatile mix of science, religion, philosophy,

politics, economics all thrown in together with the

multinational corporate control, Third W orld

hunger, international trade and once again the

freedom of choice.  I say again there are no easy

answers, no simple solutions.  There is no

conclusive evidence that points us in one direction

or the other.  Science can’t afford a definitive

response and common sense pulls us this way

and then takes us back the other way.  As a

society we have placed our faith in science and

technology to help us progress through a whole

host of areas.  Modern civilization has faith that

science and technology have the capacity to

sustain us in the future but sometimes that faith

can and is misplaced.  W hile science or

philosophy may not provide us with an apparent

decision, believe me in the world of farm ing in

particular the market place does.  Ultimately it is

consumers who will decide whether these

products are acceptable or they’re not acceptable.

I suspect that most Canadians do not know

whether their food is produced from GMOs or

whether they’re not.  I also suspect for many of

them it is simply not an issue.  On the other hand

for many consumers it is an issue. They prefer to

purchase natural products, will make a point to do

so.  That group in particular, of consumers, they

represent a market, a niche market, one that

represents an opportunity for areas which are

GMO free.  W e have already witnessed the power

of consumer preferences.  Although Prince

Edward Island successfully produced genetically

modified potatoes under the name of NatureMark

which met with an excellent reception from

consumers,  the major processors throughout the

world particularly led by McCains,  eventually

indicated that GMOs were not acceptable in their

markets.  As result Prince Edward Island stopped

producing those genetically modified seed

potatoes.  In explaining this decision to stop

purchasing the NatureMark potatoes and I quote,

Harrison McCain said, “It was a matter of good

science trumped by bad PR”.

In any case it is apparent that GMOs have become

a fact of life around the world. A recent study

released in Great Britain prepared by PG

Economics of London looks at the impact of

GMOs since they were first introduced just nine

years ago.  This study, as I understand it, is the

first quantifiable global examination of the impact

of biotech crop production.  According to this

report more than 8.2 million farmers in some 18

countries around the world have adopted biotech

crops since they were first introduced and that

number is increasing every year.  The study itself

concluded that after just nine years of

commercialization biotech crops have made a

significant, positive impact on the global economy

and the environment.  This study also found that

the use of biotech crops reduced the

environmental footprint associated with the use of

pesticides by some 14 per cent.  The adoption of

biotech crops has also contributed to the reduction

of greenhouse gas emissions because of changes

in agricultural practices such as reduced spraying

and tillage which results in a lower use of fuels.  As

well there is additional soil carbon sequestration

because of improved conservation practices. 

 The same study says it is clear that biotech crops

are already making an important positive

contribution to reducing greenhouse gas

emissions and protecting the environment.  In

addition to the environmental gains there are also

substantial economic benefits.  This report found

that since 1996 global farm income has increased

by a cumulative total of $27 billion dollars through

a combination of enhanced productivity and

efficiency gains.  It says that herbicide tolerance

crops such as soybeans have generated the

greatest gains through increased productivity and

lower costs.  In addition to significant measurable

benefits, other indirect benefits more difficult to

quantify,  have been experienced as well.  These

include increased management, flexibility, reduced

production risks, improved crop quality. 

 There is no question that genetic engineering is a

powerful technology.   In the past 20 years or so

genetic engineering has made major contributions

to medicine, to food production and processing
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and to many, many other fields.  The rapid rise in

the acreage of biotech crops in North America and

around the world is a testament to their

widespread acceptance by farmers.  

I mentioned earlier the first steps made in Prince

Edward Island potato industry in adopting

genetically engineered potatoes.  At that time

industry was on the verge of a revolution in potato

pest and disease management with the approval

of varieties resistant to Colorado Potato Beetle as

well as two major virsus-PVY and PLVR. W hen

the decision was made by processors not to

accept genetically engineered potatoes we had in

this province enough genetically engineered elite

seed potatoes to plant nearly 10,000 acres of

varieties resistant to these major diseases.  But as

a result of a decision by processors they were

never planted.  In subsequent years, with high

virus levels, the seed sector in this province

continued to struggle and increasing amounts of

seeds still to this day have to be imported from

other potato producing areas where once upon a

time we were world leaders.  

 Today we do not produce any genetically

engineered potatoes and producers must continue

to rely on pesticides to control diseases.  At the

present time the only genetically engineered crops

which are produced here are limited to herbicide

tolerant soybeans, corn and a very small acreage

of canola.  Of course not all farmers are interested

in growing GMOs although these crops can help

control pests and diseases without the use of

pesticides and although they also support soil

conserving, no-till agriculture practices, organic

farmers in particular, worldwide, have still rejected

their use.  W hile evidence of adverse effects of

GMOs is lacking the organic agriculture

community is notably even less tolerant of

detectable traces of GMOs in their products than

it is of traces of synthetic or natural pesticides with

well known toxic properties.

Activist organizations, such as Greenpeace, have

used this position of the organic industry as a

springboard for creating public doubt.  Concern

and fears about the safety of GMO crops in much

the same way they have done with the use of

pesticides.  The negative publicity about GMOs

has been very successful in Europe and in some

other markets such as Japan which has adopted,

and I must remind people, not an elimination but a

“go slow” approach of their approval.  Throughout

the EU numerous reviews of GMOs by

government agencies and scientific authorities

have concluded that GMOs are as safe as

conventional products.  Accordingly approvals of

these products continue though at a very slower

pace than some exporting countries might like.  

This committee has already heard from

representatives of the Canadian Food Inspection

Agency and Health Canada who have the primary

responsibility for assuring the safety of GMOs

before they are approved for this country of

Canada.  Both CFIA and Health Canada have a

rigorous set of data requirements before any GMO

can be approved for commercial release. W hile we

in the provincial government support calls for more

transparency in the regulatory process they alone,

Health Canada and CFIA, have the expertise and

confidence to evaluate the safety of GMOs for

both human health and environment.  W e in the

provincial government are simply not in the

position to second-guess the best judgment of

these federal regulators with respect to issues of

the health and safety of these products.

Furthermore, although it has been a great deal of

speculation about the possible risks and of course

the negative effects of GMOs , to date there has

been no credible scientific evidence that these

risks are real and that they are greater than risks

from conventional crops.

W hile the speculation about adverse impacts on

the environment or human health may frighten

consumers, the health and safety record of GMOs

worldwide has so far been outstanding.  In addition

because this technology is fairly new and has

generated a great deal of debate and discussion

the already strict regulatory functions of

governments have intensified worldwide.  The

selection, the testing and approval processes are

currently much more stringent for GMOs than for

conventional varieties.  Both CFIA and Health

Canada have rigorous screening and approval

rules to ensure that the health and environment of

Canadians are not endangered or put at risk.

As a provincial government we are confident the

federal regulatory system will continue to assure

safe and prudent science based review, approval

and introduction of these new crop varieties for

Canada.  In addition to the health and

environmental benefits of GMOs this technology

also offers significant financial and economic

benefits.  As stated earlier lower costs, improved
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yields and improved quality, the reduced risks and

higher returns for producers.  If GMOs were

excluded from this province, producers would be

denied access to valuable tools that would enable

them to become more profitable and more

competitive. 

I should also point out to this committee that

banning this technology would also have a

negative impact on the aquaculture industry and

many on this committee may not have looked at it

but some segments of the aquaculture industry are

making remarkable strides in the development of

genetically modified fish species.  One aquaculture

operation in this province alone is already

experiencing strong interest in a species and a

strong market because of its higher growth rates.

If GMOs are banned this would effectively put an

end to this operation and to others like it in the

future. 

This brings me to address the mandate of this

committee.  This committee was established to

determine whether there might be a market

advantage in making this province a GMO free

zone or not.  Regardless of whether GMOs might

offer superior agronom ic characteristics,

regardless of whether they help protect the

environment, regardless of whether they provide

more financial and economic benefits, if it could be

shown that declaring Prince Edward Island a GMO

free zone would provide a market advantage and

as Minister of Agriculture, Aquaculture and

Fisheries I’d support such a policy.  If it could be

shown that banning GMOs would enhance our

reputation, improve our prospects and our position

in the world market place and provide higher

returns to our industry which provides $400 million

worth of benefits to the economy of this province

I’d be happy to support and endorse such a ban.

However, and I say this based on the research and

the science that I’ve looked at,  that there is no

evidence that this is the case.  No one have

convincingly made that case before this

committee,  in my opinion.  There is no evidence

from other jurisdictions that would support this

position.  In fact a recent study carried out by the

George Morris Centre for Prince Edward Island

Certified Organic Producers Co-op has concluded

in a report that was done and commissioned by

our organic association in this province- and I want

to put great emphasis on this- has concluded that

there is very limited prem ium for supplying non-

GM products and in fact that premium is declining.

A study based on experience in  jurisdictions

around the world found that the establishment of

GMO free zones would have only a limited impact

and that impact would be more than offset by other

competitive pressures and increased costs.  In

other words the study found that declaring Prince

Edward Island a GMO free zone would in itself

provide no real net advantage to the farm

community and  economy of this province.  It

found that most consumers, and as people say

consumer is king, would consider it of sufficient

value to pay premiums and the cost of

implementing such a system would be greater

than the potential returns.

 Establishing a GMO free zone would be both

difficult and risky for this province and it could be

easily undermined.  The few advantages such a

ban could ultimately provide can also be achieved

without a ban by emphasizing the other attributes

this province has to offer including its pristine, its

pastoral image in the market place. W e are an

island.  As well the establishment of a GMO free

zone would effectively terminate the development

of the growing biosciences industry in this

province.  This has significant potential to support

the agriculture and the aquaculture industries and

it leads to new uses for products including

nutraceuticals, functional foods and non-food

uses, pharmaceuticals and many other products.

It could also be a negative factor for segments of

the processing industry which utilize GM based

inputs. Denying access to the proven benefits of

genetically engineered products would put this

province at a distinct disadvantage relative to other

food producing areas of the world.  Having looked

at these and other considerations, having followed

the development of the technology over the past

ten years and having listened closely to the

presentations which have been made before this

committee, the provincial government recognizes

there is still a significant level of confusion,

misunderstanding and a lack of knowledge about

GMOs among the general public.  At the same

time we recognize there is tremendous potential

for this exciting new technology to help develop

valuable crop and livestock traits such as disease

tolerance, improve yields, better storage or

shipping characteristics, improved nutritional

qualities and so on.
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Accordingly the Department of Agriculture,

Fisheries and Aquaculture cannot support the

imposition of a ban on GMOs at this time.  A ban

would put the agriculture and aquaculture

industries of this province at a competitive

disadvantage and would risk undermining the

growing bioscience research and development

initiatives.  There is no evidence that becoming a

GMO free zone would provide any competitive

advantage and pursuing such a route would be

difficult and very costly. Agriculture, aquaculture

and food technologies continue to evolve.  It

makes no sense to ban an approved technology

when there are no clearly defined benefits to be

achieved.  The Department of Agriculture,

Fisheries and Aquaculture remains committed to

ensuring that all sectors of the primary industries-

conventional sectors, the organic sector and those

utilizing GMOs that decide to use those particular

products that are approved by Health Canada and

CFIA continue to grow and  develop for the benefit

of all Islanders.

Mr. Chairman those are my comments and I guess

the position of our department and I would

welcome any questions that may come forth from

your committee.  Thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Thank you

very much.  I think Richard has a question.

Richard Brown (L):   Thank you very much,

Minister. I commend you for coming forward and

it was an excellent presentation you made.  I know

we sit on opposite sides of the fence in the

Legislature but you came forward with a report

today and I can say with almost certainty that it will

probably be the same report coming out of the

committee.  I commend you for making the

statements clear at the end although I may not

agree with it.  At least I commend you for coming

forward with a direct answer to a direct question

that the government of Prince Edward Island feels

that a GMO free zone is not good at this time.  I

question why the committee even exists now and

into the future and even write a report.  The report

is written.

This report that was done, who paid for the report,

the GM free zone report, the George Morris

Centre?

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Honourable

member, can I just qualify a couple of your

suppositions, I guess.

Richard Brown (L):   Oh, this will be the report,

don’t worry.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): W ell then you’re pre-

assuming what your colleagues will say.

Richard Brown (L):   W e’ll see in two weeks.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Having said that, I

am here and very clearly I’ve never showed any

member of my own party, including our Premier’s

office any of my comments before I came here.

This is a position that is reflective of our

department.

Richard Brown (L):   And I commend you.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): W hether or not that’s

reflected in this committee report, I guess that will

be determined after you folks commission our

report.  Having said that the study that you refer to

was a request on the part of the Organic Society

as it is for a number of other commodity groups

and organizations.  W e provide funding and they

get the groups and ultimately we don’t sit down -

if that’s what you’re inferring - and tell a particular

group . . .

Richard Brown (L):   No, I didn’t infer that.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): I don’t think you are.

Richard Brown (L):   I didn’t, no.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): That we would tell

them what to write or what not to write.

Richard Brown (L):   No, I didn’t.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): But we did provide

funding to this group so that they themselves, the

organic producers, would have an opportunity to

know where they stood in the market place.

Richard Brown (L):   But do you see where I’m

coming from?  These groups, a number of these

groups came to this committee, you know the

organic growers and a lot of organic people,

saying that this would be a market advantage for

them. W e’ve heard that time and time again.  Now,

you just shoot a hole in everything those people

have said to us. They are the growers themselves.
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They are the ones that came forward and said we

see a market advantage out there.  You only a few

weeks ago came here with a report that said, you

know, the non-GMO group or the organic farmers

is growing and it’s going to be a $25 billion industry

at sometime worldwide and there’s a lot of

potential there.  But now you come here today and

say there is really no potential there.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): If I could qualify that

and I know you probably have some more

questions. That’s not what I’m saying, honourable

member.  W e provided in that particular case

funding for this group, as I said not unlike any

other sector and they’ve done a market research

and I think they’ve been very clear and I think

they’ve been very honest and straightforward. 

Their opinion is that they would like to see us be a

GMO free zone.  

If you look at the number of registered organic

growers in this province and I think the numbers

would speak for themselves and I know that

they’re all good people and they have a niche

market, some of them are more successful than

others.  But one of the things that they found out

from the market place is-and I see a number of

farmers around the committee-is it’s supply and

demand.   You have to be able to provide

something on a year round or a continual bases.

And for a lot of these growers it is a niche market

and they’re very successful at it.  It is an area that

is growing.  Is it going to amount to any level

presently where we’re at in, we’ll say conventional

farming?  It’s not even close.  I mean it would be a

percentage of the overall returns that we get from

conventional farming.  Having said that it is

growing.  The government has provided funding to

help these guys continue to grow.  There’s

provinces like British Columbia in particular and

Quebec that probably lead the entire country as far

as organic production.  But even they will tell you

that they are no where near the conventional

farming and the returns that you get from

conventional farming.  

So I guess the question comes back to, is there a

place presently as it exists on Prince Edward

Island for both to grow?  And that’s what I said

when we were talking about immigrat. . .  and

that’s what I was saying in my report and that was

in my closing comments, that we feel as a

government that we will continue to support both

but to give one up at the risk of losing the other to

me makes no sense.  If somebody in this province

can tell me, and through market research and

studies and I know there are interest groups, we

have to put faith and respect in the fact that our

farm community, the people that have cleared the

land, grown an economy, are the largest

contributor economically to the entire economy of

this province, not just recently but forever, are

going to be able to have a replacement industry, 

I’d like to know what that is.  And if we told

conventional farmers that we were going to throw

their industry out the window tomorrow then I

would genuinely like to know what would be

reflected in any interest group or in a committee

report that would suggest ultimately what that $400

industry could and would be.  And to suggest and

speculate that having a GMO free zone and having

all the conventional farmers revert to that would be

the answer then I don’t think anybody’s looking at

it in a realistic perspective.

So all I’m advocating is that we do not have a

GMO free zone.  I am saying that it certainly

warrants a discussion.  I think you’ve had a great

discussion on it.  But what I’m also advocating is

that the policy of the provincial government has

been that there’s a place here for everyone and we

are continuing to go down that road.  W e do not

have, I could look at the potato industry as a whole

which is over 50 per cent of the agriculture

community, they don’t grow GMO products.   W e

have a limited number of varieties of crops that are

being grown there.  So I don’t see us in an

agriculture sense being a threat or a huge

advocate I guess of GMO products in that sense.

And that’s the farmer’s decision.  And ultimately

the farmers who are Islanders, who are

neighbours and the people sitting around this

table, are going to grow a crop and they’re going to

determine whether or not there’s a consumer out

there that will buy their product.  And if not they’re

not going to have a market place for them and

they’re not going to be in business and they’re not

going to make money.  And I’m going to put a little

bit of faith in the farm community and I have great

respect for organic and conventional farmers.

They will ultimately make that business decision as

to whether or not they can supply a product to a

market that has a demand for it.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Do you have

another question, Richard?

Richard Brown (L):   You know, I have to
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honestly say you put a good report together and I

just feel that that was the position of the

government a year ago and your  Premier came

out of the office one day and on CBC news saying

well, we should study GMO free zone.  You know,

we came to this meeting, sat for the last six or

seven months, listened to hundreds of people or

hundreds of presentations here and we had people

from all over the world and this is and was the

position of government, you know.  I’m just

thinking that I feel sorry we put all these groups

through all these presentations, made them come

here, made them think we going to listen to them

and made them think that we’re going to do

something on their issue.  At the end of the day

this is the report.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Honourable member

I disagree with you wholeheartedly.  

Richard Brown (L):   W e’ll see.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): You’re ultimately . .

. 

Richard Brown (L):   That’s my position.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): And you’re entitled to

your position.

Richard Brown (L):   And I commend you for your

position and I commend you for the guts of coming

here and putting it forward.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): And all I’m saying is

this, I am not-and I have to reassure people on this

committee-I have not provided . . . this is the

position of the department, this is the position that

we have listened to from our producer

organizations.  This has not been sanitized

through  government policy of anything and I think

it’s wrong for you to suggest that any person that

comes before our Legislative Standing Committee

- it’s like saying that you as an Opposition member

that stands up in question period or puts a

resolution is in  a redundant role because we have

to hear from people.  W e have to understand

where different perspectives are.

Richard Brown (L):   I said listen to people.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Honourable

member, that’s important but guess what?  I was

listening to the last comments of the last

presenter, I’m not sure where they are from or

what they’re doing, but as they were saying I think

when I caught their closing comments was they

are looking at a whole host of ideas.  Do they have

all of the answers?  No.  W e’re not a province

now, as I said earlier, that is 100 per cent GMO, in

fact we have a very, very, very limited use of GMO

products.  But I think that we were the only

province and the Legislature that had the courage

to sit down and listen to the pros and cons.  And

what is determined, whether or not we move

forward in policy, will ultimately be determined by

this committee and recommendations that come

out of it.  

So to suggest that people that have came forward

here have wasted their time I think is wrong and I

think that because that’s our position as a

department is not taking anything away from the

fact that somebody may have come here with a

different opinion.   And that’s the wonderful thing

about our democracy.  And ultimately you folks

that sit on this committee will determine what the

recommendations are coming out of this. And if

your  perception of perspective is true to form

perhaps it will be reflected in the committee report.

But I don’t want you to sit here and say that your

committee and government is wasting people’s

time because I think that’s ridiculous.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Okay, Fred.

Fred McCardle (PC):    Thank you, Mr. Chair.  Mr.

Minister . . . 

Richard Brown (L):   I still commend you for

doing it.

Fred McCardle (PC):    One of the unpleasant

aspect of growing GMOs crops is paying royalties

to multinational corporations.  Now, plant breeding

in Canada has been done by Agriculture Canada.

I realize this is perhaps not a question you will be

up to speed on but is there consideration given to

Agriculture Canada developing its own Russet

Burbank, genetically modified varieties, so Fred

McCardle doesn’t have to send a cheque to the

American people?  Is it the technique or the

product that’s patented?

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): I think what it is

presently,  and I stand to be corrected, that it’s a

combination of both.  Particularly it’s the product

and obviously the science that goes behind it.  It’s
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like any patent or it’s the plan that goes with it.

That’s a good point.  That’s something that maybe

we could raise and would be only too glad to raise

with Ag Canada.  And again it goes back I think to

your colleague’s question earlier.  That’s a point

that’s come out that maybe we should be taking as

a province and a department outside of whatever

the recommendations coming forward, to look at

across this country.  And I’d be only too glad to

bring that forward to my federal counterpart,

Minister Mitchell. 

 But I can’t answer that because ultimately that

would be a policy decision of Ag Canada as to

whether or not they would want to get into that.

Presently as I understand the rules, it’s entirely up

to any company, whether it’s on this particular

issue and I’ll just use an example that people are

probably quite familiar with - pesticides in

particular, talk about drugs -Health Canada looks

at all these things and they determine ultimately

whether or not something will be licensed to be

able to have it distributed within the country.

Fred McCardle (PC):    W ell, the science is

certainly out of the box on this sort of technology

and I think you should recommend to your federal

counterpart that Canada develop its own

NatureMark products, can’t use that term, but their

own genetically modified potato so that we don’t

have to keep sending money to St. Louis,

Missouri.  

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): W ell, that is a viable

option.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Next I have

W ayne.

Wayne Collins (PC):    Thank you very much, Mr.

Chairman and thank you, Mr. Minister, for your

presentation today.  And I do want to take

exception to what my honourable colleague has

just said here earlier about this being the report.

This is by no means the report.  W hat I heard was

a viewpoint expressed officially from the Minister

of the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and

Aquaculture.  That’s what I heard.  I didn’t hear the

government statement on this. 

This committee has yet to deliberate and as a

matter of fact, Mr. Minister, when you speak  here

about this technology offering significant financial

and economic benefits, lower costs, improved

yields and quality, reduced risks, etc. and higher

returns for producers, we’ve had people sit in that

very chair you’re in right there and say things to

the contrary.  And these were somewhat reputable

people as well.  And I remember the Canola

Council of Canada was here and they were talking

about the tremendous proliferation of canola

acreage in W estern Canada.  And when we saw

the graphs there and we talked about yield to yield,

dollar for dollar, the benefits that I recall from it

were rather marginal.  So I don’t think it’s as rosy

a picture as you necessarily paint here today. 

And I do believe Mr. McCardle has brought up a

very important issue here and that is the control

factors on who controls the seed and the

dependence of Island agriculture in the years

ahead if we go that GMO direction.

I do have a question, Mr. Minister, and it involves-

we know we have soybean, we know we have

some corn, we know canola is out there as well.

And one thing I’ve learned at this committee over

the number of months that I’ve had the privilege of

sitting on it and it’s that canola is one of those

crops that once it’s out of the box in any amount

it’s out and you can’t get it back in again.  And I

heard organic growers here say that this is of

extreme concern to them if they wanted to produce

a crop of even conventional grown canola it would

be near impossible if we continue to go down this

path of canola acreage on Prince Edward Island.

Do you see as an all or nothing, a ban or no ban,

or do you see a partical ban, a crop ban or

something of that nature?

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): W ell, honourable

member, my personal perspective,  and again I

stress that in our presentation, that I see a ban

being ineffective for this province primarily

because right now I think that we have a very good

working relationship.  Are there always going to be

a matter of differences?  Yes, between our

conventional farmers and our organic growers.

W e have “1500" conventional farmers in this

province.  W e have a percentage of that that are

in the organic field.  In many ways these are

pioneers, good people, good farmers, people that

are investing a lot of time and a lot of energy into

developing their markets.  It’s in the very

developmental stages of agronomics.  And some

of them are doing much better than others.  But I

think if you sit down-I have attended their annual

meetings, I’ve talked to them, I’ve visited their

operations.  A lot of them are relegated in it and
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very successful and some of them are very

comfortable at being, you know, at the Farmers

Market, being at roadside stands, having little

corner markets for certain periods of the year.  

Our traditional, conventional-if that’s what you want

to call it-agriculture community by and large is a

365 day of the year business and I don’t see us

throwing one out at the expense of the other.

W hat I personally feel because of the, I think lack

of evidence, and I know that we can all argue and

I’ve talked about theological and a whole host of

issues that have been raised here.  I think at the

end of the day we’ve put our faith in science.  I’m

not a scientist, I’m not an expert.  W e can’t use

certain drugs, can’t use certain prescriptions, we’re

not allowed to use certain chemicals and

pesticides in this country because we are accused,

even by the farm community, of being too stringent

in our regulatory process unlike other countries

because they’re using the same products, say a

few years before us. 

 And I guess my point is that  we have an industry

sector here, conventional and organic, that are

working side by side that have carved out their

own market both continuing to try to make a living,

one growing, one new.  And I think that we have to

put our faith in Health Canada and CFIA that

they’re going to make those decisions.  Because

quite frankly, as I said, we don’t have the expertise

here to make those decisions.  And at the end of

the day, honourable member, somebody has to

make a decision.

Wayne Collins (PC):     If we are to see the

proliferation of the genetically modified crops on

Prince Edward Island, do you think it would

necessitate the establishment of some kind of co-

existence guidelines so that all three streams of

agriculture - conventional, organic and GMO can

operate successfully?

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): I don’t think it’s

improbable. 

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Okay, next we

have Eva, then Ron.

Eva Rodgerson (PC):   W ell, I want to say, to

thank the minister for his presentation today and I

want to say that I don’t feel that  all this time on

presentations has been wasted.  And one thing

that we’ve heard again and again is education and

understanding.  And I know myself when I fear

something I want to understand, I want to be

educated.  So I think every presentation we have

on either side has been an education.  The only

thing I’m sad that on the education side we weren’t

able to get all the information on both sides of the

issue out to the public. I’ve been keeping a file on

the presentations and the information that’s

coming out through the press.  I’ve sat through

excellent presentations and for the most part you

would see there’s not a good balance on both

sides of the issue. But I feel as a member of this

committee that every presentation has helped me

understand both the science and concerns by all

people that’s presented.  So I really feel that,

although we spent a lot of time on this, that as an

individual in government I’m coming away from

here better informed on this whole issue. 

And we talk about the product that’s grown in the

province and I remember quite well when we were

growing, you know,  the potato and when I’m

looking at 10,000 acres of seed, you know, all of a

sudden my head’s trying to do the math, how

much less spray would be gone out in the

environment if those could have been planted.

That wasn’t the farmer’s choice. Like you know

they had that too, those farmers from one end of

this Island to the other that were wanting to use,

the local people were buying it in the local stores

and really felt it was a step forward in improving a

lot of environmental issues and that wasn’t the

farmer’s choice that he could no longer grow that.

 And I still think on one side of the issue, on some

of the things you said here Minister, of the little hog

farmer, that’s the one that sticks out to me, with

the less tillage of the soil where a big concern we

have is the tillage of the soil.  And when we talked

about if he lost this tool he would no longer be able

to operate as a small farmer.  So looking at all

sides of the issue, I guess as a committee

member, I want to be able to come out and feel

like everybody has been treated fairly on both

sides of it.

But anyway I really thank you for coming forward

with this presentation today and really feel that we

are probably the best educated bunch of

individuals on both sides of this issue that probably

there is at the present time.  Thank you.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Ron.
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Ron MacKinley (L):    Yes, getting back to the

organic, Mr. Loo, is it Raymond Loo?

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Raymond Loo, yes.

Ron MacKinley (L):    W as he part of that George

Morris Centre Study do you know?

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): It’s their association.

Ron MacKinley (L):    All right.  Because he was

here and it sort of surprised me. I thought when

this came out first if there was anything that there

would be a niche, you know, if you look at PEI as

GMO free we might have a niche market for PEI

for everything.  But I was  sort of surprised too

when he came before us  and he said that there

was no increase in price, etc., etc.  And he made

it very clear at that meeting that he was

representing this organization, not his own

personal views, I guess.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Yes, he is the

president.

Ron MacKinley (L):    Yes, he’s the president.

And the organic movement is good but what I see

in PEI, like for instance I know one grower,  for

instance the organic movement there’s a lot of

pioneers in it here I the province and they’ve got

the Farmers Market, they’ve got side stores,

they’ve got Sobeys, Atlantic Superstore, the local

Coops and it has them there.   So these people

sort of pioneered that.  Yet now all of a sudden you

drive by a commercial, large commercial farmers

that are growing over a thousand acres and they’re

also growing organic.  And they’re going to have all

the economic tools so where is this going to leave

our small organic farmers that have been

supplying a living too?  Like there’s GMO and

there’s your canola.  Mr. Loo said potatoes were

not too bad.  I think soybeans didn’t transfer.

Canola, I believe there’s only 800 acres grow on

PEI.  Eight hundred acres, something, grown here

but it does move in the wind fairly well.  

So one of my questions is if these large producers

take up the organic side plus they’re going to be

growing commercial side, where’s that going to

leave all these pioneers that helped develop this?

That’s the question I have.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): And you know,

honourable member, that’s an excellent question

but I guess I’ll be the devil’s advocate and say-I

mean you’re a well respected farmer in the farm

community and you’ve been very successful as

have other members o this committee-the bottom

line comes back, you make market decisions, you

make business decisions yourself.  And if there’s

an opportunity, not unlike the organic farmers,

they’ve made a conscientious decision.  I would

support federal and provincial funding to try and

grow a market.  And as Mr. Loo has pointed out

they are successful at it.  Some are very

comfortable staying where they’re at. Some want

to continue to grow.  Some would like to see, I’d

say on a policy level, a very definitive level, to see

as with certain interest groups, to see Prince

Edward Island be all organic or some might want

to call it GMO free. 

 At the end of the day you are going to make a

business decision.  I think there’s a place for

everybody to do something.  I think that we as

Islanders, we as legislators, we cannot turn our

back on the primary industry of this province and

that’s agriculture.  And I guess what I’m saying is

we have a place and we have accommodated to

continue to grow a specific place for the organics

in this province.  And both have been relatively

successful.  Yes, in agriculture we’ve had ups and

downs and I would tell any farmer in this province,

in the last five, six years, the bottom has fallen out

of every sector of agriculture.  W e’re talking about

BSE and the causes and effects of that with the

last presenter.  Things are changing somewhat but

by and large at the end of the day no industry has

stepped up in this province to replace the

economic benefits of what agriculture means in

returns to this province. And woo to anybody, and

if anybody wants to look at it, people want

programs and they want services.  W ell, if our

primary industries-agriculture, number one;

tourism now number two and fisheries-if they’re

not making money, if they’re not returning money

to this economy how do we maintain basic

programs and services?  

And I can be philosophical and I can step outside

the box and I can put my personal views out there

if I wanted to.  But as a member of government,

and I think some of it has to represent industry, at

the end of the day I have to come back to look at

people like yourself and look at industry groups

and say, guess what, we feel there is a place for

both of you here in this province.  Putting GMO

over here, an issue to be looked at, an issue that’s
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been discussed-again my own personal opinion-

but again is someone can definitively show

anybody, particularly the farm community which

are Islanders in this province, that they can replace

a $400 million plus industry with the spinoffs and

any government, I don’t care what our politics is,

that they can have that kind of return to pay for

programs and services-we don’t have natural gas,

we don’t have oil, we don’t have all these other

assets, then I would hope that somebody can

prove that definitively to the farm community.

Because we could declare it a GMO free zone.

Guess what?  If our farmers aren’t going to go out

and grow GMO free products meaning they’re not

going to convert their existing operations into that

and be financially successful in some capacity,

then we’ve thrown away a $400 million industry.

And Islanders, this province may as well pack up

and I think we would have the world monetary fund

in here, if nobody else, saying that you cannot

function or operate.  That may be taking it to the

extreme but I’m just saying that I honestly believe

there is a place for both and I think that the GMO

discussion, warrants a discussion, there are good

pros and cons but at the end of the day we have to

put our faith in the fact that somebody, a regulatory

body, the federal government, makes decisions

based on science and research.  W hether we

agree or disagree with it, at the end of the day

somebody makes a decision.  They’ve made a

decision.  They don’t make it quickly. They look at

a lot of things and I think evidence points out that

every country is looking at it and I think that we

have to cautiously proceed, that we’re not going to

throw the baby out with the bathwater because we

need conventional industry to continue to work

side by side with our organic industry and look at

that big question mark about what GMO would

mean to the economy of this province in the future.

Ron MacKinley (L):    You were speaking as

Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries and

Aquaculture.  That’s what you’re here for.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): That’s why I’m here,

yes.

Ron MacKinley (L):    You’re here as the minister

representing the industries.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Final question

for Richard then.

Richard Brown (L):   Minister, you just talked

about how important the industry is and I agree a

hundred per cent with you.  The agriculture

industry on Prince Edward Island is vitally

important.  But our potato industry, which I would

argue as well, $250 million.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Yes.

Richard Brown (L):   So that’s GMO free.  The

big part of our agriculture industry is GMO free

now.  So, you know, are you suggesting that they

shouldn’t be GMO free, that they should be

allowed to do it, go GMO?  So is Harrison McCain

and the Irvings, they’ve made a wrong decision by

requiring our potato producers to go GMO free?

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Are you asking me

am I saying they made a wrong decision?  I’m just

telling you what Harrision McCain himself said.

That it was they weren’t opposed to it based on

science but they’re business people, it was bad

PR.  So if I look at any of the potato farmers

around here and we have “a conventional industry”

are they going to forgo that for a GMO free product

or an organic product if they have no market

place?  I don’t think their perspective would be any

different than that of Harrison McCain or perhaps

Robert Irving.

Richard Brown (L):   So it was a good business

decision for them, those big multinational

companies, to go GMO free, you know.  They’ve

made a business decision saying this is good

business for us to go GMO free but yet you’re

saying in your study or the George Morris study

says it’s not a good business decision to go GMO

free.  But these big, big companies that a lot of

Islanders depend on their jobs and a lot of

Islanders depend on their economy out of and over

50 per cent of our agriculture industry depends on

it, has said it is good for us to go GMO free.

Ron MacKinley (L):    For the  people that sell to

them . . . 

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): But honourable

member . . . 

Richard Brown (L):   I can’t understand why two

of our biggest industries have decided it’s a good

thing to go GMO free.
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Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Let me be the devil’s

advocate . . .

Richard Brown (L):   And you’re saying to the rest

of the industries it’s not a good idea.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): No, I think you’re

misinterpreting what I’m saying and perhaps the

question to you is, do you think Prince Edward

Island should be a GMO free zone completely?

Do you think we should prohibit ourselves from the

option of every going and looking at, in the future,

because as you’re indicating as of today we did

have GMO free potatoes.  They were free from the

Colorado Potato Beetle.  It was a corporate sort of,

a consumer policy driven decision. They decided

let’s not go that route. 

I think where people get hung up on the fact that

GMO means all organic versus what we have or

conventional farming.  All we’re saying is GMO is

here, conventional farming is here and organic

farming is here.  Right now it’s an umbrella issue

as to say whether or not and I think there are

genuinely people out there that believe that if we

said that Prince Edward  Island is a GMO free

zone that they would think that conventional

farming as we have today would be thrown out he

window and all of Prince Edward Island is going to

be organic.  And I’m saying that cannot and it will

not, in my opinion, work for the economy of this

province or for the income of farmers.  But I’m

saying that the GMO issue warrants discussion

and they have tried it, it was a market driven

decision by both farmers, consumers and

corporate interests that-some corporate interests,

not all- because obviously some companies

brought in the NatureMark issue but it was driven

by consumer demand. 

And if consumer demand continues to change or

evolve we could be sitting back here or somebody

could be sitting back here in two years, five years,

ten years, twenty years and deciding, you know

what, industry should be looking at a GMO free

zone.  And that’s why it warrants a discussion.  But

I don’t think we have to draw a line in the sand,

legislate it and say as of today Prince Edward

Island is a jurisdiction because we’re the largest

potato producing, using your example, in this

country should become unique because we cannot

prove or guarantee a return to the farmer or the

economy of the province.  So I’m saying it

warrants discussion but it doesn’t warrant a line in

the sand and making sure that legislation supports

that ban.  That’s my opinion.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Andy has a

short question.

Andy Mooney (PC):   Basically in a nutshell the

Irvings and McCains coming out and stating that

they’re not going to buy GMO, my question is what

kind of oil are they using in their fry plants?  You

know, basically the oil  most of it’s all modified, or

the canola from the W est or the soybeans.  The

only thing that concerns me if they don’t want to

buy GMO we’re not going to grow it but if down the

road they change their policy and Prince Edward

Island has a ban on GMOs and all of our

competitor provinces have advantages on the

sprays they use for cutting down the expenses, I

tell you.

I was at-we grow potatoes, we sell to both

organizations and we go their dinners every year

they put on for all the producers-and you know

they stand at a meeting and say why they should

get potatoes cheaper than the contract price.  But

yet our expenses keep going up.  If there a tool,

let’s say, that comes out that could save us from

putting on a couple of applications of a chemical or

less tillage or something that saves on the bottom

line it’s going to make a difference between our

farmers staying in business and not being in

business.  And if  New Brunswick and every other

province can access these tools I tell you it’s going

to make it pretty miserable for us.  That’s just my

take on things. 

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Thank you

very much.  There’s just one other issue.  I just

want to . . . there is a bill before the House of

Commons, to follow up on Fred, and hopefully it

will die on the order paper.  I understand reading

the Toronto Star, was it Tuesday or Monday, that

it is going to ban farmers from keeping their own

seed which has been a tradition for 2000 years I

guess.  So it’s something we have to keep an eye

on. I’m not sure whether it’s a private member’s

bill. I think it must be a private member’s bill.  Very

serious is that came into being. 

Anyway I want to thank the Minister and the

Deputy Minister for coming.

Hon. Kevin MacAdam (PC): Thank you, Mr.

Chair.
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Part IV - Michael McBane, Executive Director of

the Canadian Health Coalition

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    I’ve circulated

a little note to our members.  W e have in the

audience Michael McBane, Executive Director of

the Canadian Health Coalition.  And our committee

has agreed to hear from you for five or ten minutes

if you’d like to make a statement, Sir?  One or two

members may have to leave because we did have

4:00 o’clock as the time to go.  I guess we’re still in

session, we have a quorum so we’ll listen to you

for about ten minutes, Sir, if you can.  It’s Michael

McBane, Executive Director of the Canadian

Health Coalition and it is not something that we

want to do all the time because we do have an

agenda set up but since you came from, where

from, Sir?

Michael McBane: From Ottawa.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    You came

from Ottawa, we’d better listen.

Michael McBane: Thank you very much, Mr.

Chairperson and I realize you’ve had a long

afternoon and I appreciate you taking a couple of

minutes to let me share some opinion.  I’ve been

kind of watch dogging the federal regulator for 12

years in Ottawa and while I would like to trust

them, I don’t.  And I’m  telling you as a provincial

government do not assume that your health or

your environment or your agriculture is being

protected by the CFIA or by Health Canada.  And

there was some good questions today about what

about BSE.  W e were told BSE was a European

disease.  Health Canada said that.  And so I don’t

trust them.  You were told here a few minutes ago

by a very senior official in the health products

branch that they’ve established the safety of these

products.  Rigorous assessments-okay can I see

the assessment?  No, sorry, that’s secret.  Oh,

well, then that’s not science, is it.  If it’s secret, it’s

not science.  

So the Royal Society, as was said, said that you

don’t have a science based regulatory agency.  It’s

says it’s safe because Monsanto told them it was

safe.  But they didn’t ask Monsanto for a rigorous

study.  W hy?  That would take years because this

is a whole new area.  And does Health Canada do

its own study?   Nothing.  They don’t even have

the technical scientist in this new field of science

on staff.  So they don’t do any research, no

independent studies themselves. 

But the I guess the third problem, as you probably

know because you’ve been hearing from a lot of

people, there are studies coming out.  Monsanto

had a study that leaked out when I was in England

in May -Revealed Health Fears Over Secret Study

into GM food- and it talked about rats that were fed

GM corn developing abnormalities in their blood

and kidneys.  This was a Monsanto study that

leaked.  Then you know about Doctor Pusztai who

did another study and his study on rats after ten

days showed major problems.  W hat did the

British government do?  Did they say well, we’d

better to replicate that, that could be a problem?

No, no. They character assassinated him.  They

closed his labs and confiscated all his research.

That’s not science.  

That’s not a science based research and therefore

I agree with Prince Charles.  I’m not a royalist but

I agree with Prince Charles. There’s never been

any scientific research to establish whether it’s

safe to eat or not.  So we don’t know.  And

therefore we haven’t applied the precautionary

principle and Health Canada said today that yes,

they applied the precautionary principle.  W ell, the

precautionary principle says you don’t make

decisions assuming safety on something that is

such a high risk and the damage, of course, would

be irreparable.  As the British Medical Association

said, if you make a mistake here it’s irreparable.

There’s no turning back.  And we’re affecting

future generations.  And so that’s a level of risk

that, I’m sorry, does not equate with a plane crash.

It does not equate with going skiing.  Those are all

willing risks.  This is an unknown risk and it’s

involuntary entered into because the Government

of Canada will not permit these products from

being labelled.  

Now it’s very interesting, there seems to be some

farmers that have some of this technology.  Have

any of you received insurance for GM crops?  

Fred McCardle (PC):    This guy is using our good

nature to make a lot of  accusations that  no one

else can rebut.  W e’re being hijacked here.

Michael McBane: This cannot be insured.  That’s

according to the United Kingdom insurance

agency, the brokers, the risk brokers won’t insure

it.  The American insurance agencies will not

insure it.  So my question is what do they know
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about the risk that Health Canada is not telling us?

And if it’s so safe then put a label on it and I can

choose whether I eat it or feed it to my children.

Fred McCardle (PC):    W hy didn’t you ask the

Health Canada guy who was here an hour ago?

W hy didn’t you ask him that?

Michael McBane: W hy didn’t I ask him?  I was

told I’d have to follow parliamentary privilege and

listen until I’m asked to speak.

Ron MacKinley (L):    Told you Fred.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Just go

ahead, Sir.

Ron MacKinley (L):    I have one quick question.

Michael McBane: I think you know where I’m

coming from.

Ron MacKinley (L):    I just got one question to

ask.  You talk about insurance.  I’m a farmer.  I

would think if you put in GMO soybeans and you

had a crop failure and you had it insured you’d get

crop insurance.  I don’t know.  I’m just thinking.  I

can find that information out but I would think crop

insurance would probably cover it.  Do you know,

Andy? I would think so.  I don’t know, like I don’t it.

Richard Brown (L):   He’s talking about health

risk here.  He’s talking about that.

Ron MacKinley (L):    No, but he’s talking

insurance.  You’re talking insurance.

Michael McBane: I’m  saying that in the United

Kingdom they won’t insure GMO crops because

they’re saying that it’s too risky and if there’s a

problem it would be devastating.  So that’s why

they won’t touch it.

Ron MacKinley (L):    You can insure farmer’s

crops for yields, like your crop insurance.  You’re

guaranteed a certain yield. I would assume but I

could find out for you but I think crop insurance

would cover that.  Under the other insurance you’d

have to look it up, called farmer’s public liability

insurance.  If something happened to somebody

because of the problems on the farm you’d get a

certain amount of coverage.

Michael McBane: Anyway I appreciate the time.

I’ll leave a copy of a publication . . .

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Is that your

book?

Michael McBane: Yes.  I’ll leave it with the

committee.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    I’ll get Marian

to pick it up.

Michael McBane: It is peer reviewed, it’s been

reviewed by scientists, a number of scientists who

work for Health Canada and I kept asking them

show me where I’m wrong because I really would

like it to be said that it’s not like that.  And the

scientists that work there have all told me that

that’s how it is, that industry calls the shots and it’s

not based on science.

Richard Brown (L):   Just one quick question.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    One quick

question, final question.

Richard Brown (L):   W hat you’re saying then is

Health Canada came here and said everything’s

okay but they won’t produce the reports that says

it’s okay.

Michael McBane: Trust us. 

Richard Brown (L):   Trust us.  So no one has

seen the evidence that this is no good.  Has there

been any peer review on GMO?

Michael McBane: It’s worse than that.  I know

some scientists who worked on these products,

who worked on the bovine growth hormone and

they asked Monsanto for the health study.

Monstanto wouldn’t give it but yet the department,

their senior officials, because of industry pressure,

were prepared to say it was safe.  But the

scientists said well, the law requires that I have

that evidence of safety but the politics were such

that no, no we’re going to say it’s safe.  Now this

kind of pressure exists at the FDA in W ashington

and the FDA scientists have said in court that they

were told by the W hite House we’re not going to

assess the safety.  W e’re just going to declare it

substantial equivalent.  So even the scientists who

on rare occasions are permitted to speaker,

because most of the time they’re under gag

orders.  So what does that say?  So the people
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that really know are not allowed to talk to you.

W hat does that say about openness and

transparency?  And he talked about transparency.

W ell, they fired all those scientists.

Richard Brown (L):   Health Canada or CFIA.

Michael McBane: W ithin the last six months

Health Canada fired their scientists who spoke out.

Richard Brown (L):   Yes, I know.

Ron MacKinley (L):    I got one question.  You

talk industry.  So the industry would be the farm

groups.  So in order to, I think the minister before

talked about certain chemicals that we can’t use

here but said they’re used in the United States.  So

then for instance we get a problem with Colorado

Potato Beetle or we get a problem with A2 blight

then the industry lobbies the government.  So

that’s what you mean. It’s industry’s pressure to

get the government . . .

Michael McBane: That’s what the Royal Society

was saying is that the regulator has become the

promoter of the technology.  That’s breathtaking.

In other words the referee in the hockey game is a

shareholder in the Toronto Maple Leafs.

Ron MacKinley (L):    I wouldn’t want their

shares.  Go Montreal Canadians.

Michael McBane: I wouldn’t want to play against

that ref.  And so we have a regulator who has

commercial relationships with companies like

Monsanto. I wouldn’t want to be the scientist on

that file saying I got a problem here because what

happens is they get fired.

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    Okay. I want

to thank you, Sir.  I know it was impromptu and

we’ll take your book and we’ll have it read so that

we can have it for our next meeting.  Okay.

Michael McBane: Thank you very much

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    W e have a

meeting on November 17 at 9:00 o’clock in  the

morning.  And I ask you to bring your ideas for our

final report.  Thank you very much again.

Ron MacKinley (L):    Is that a public meeting or

closed meeting?

Wilbur MacDonald (PC) (Chair):    That will be

closed, in camera, it’s making up the report.

Thank you very much everyone for coming.
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